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Mono Band YAGIS
• Manufactured
using high quality
aluminum, all
mounting
hardware is made
of stainless steel.
• The antennas can
be installed for
either horizontal
or vertical
polarization.
• The SO-239
connector is fully
sealed from the
backside to
prevent water or
humidity entering
the coax.
• Each antenna
comes with both
design data and
radiation patterns
• Power rating
3000 Watt
• 5 years warranty

A range of high spedfication
beams using computer
optimised design. Easy to erect
with heavy duty hardware.
MODEL

BAND

EL. BOOM
LOTH

TURNING GAIN PS WEIGHT
DB RATIO (KO
RADIUS

6m Bond
ZX6-2 50MHz 2 0.60m 1.53
ZX6-3 50MHz 3 1.75m 1.74
ZX6-4 50MHz 4 2.75m 2.03
ZX6-5 50MHz 5 4.35m 2.64
/Om Band
ZX10-2 28MHz 2 0.90m 2.63
ZX10.3DX28MHz 3 3.35m 3.35
ZXI 0-40X28MHz 4 5.80m 3.90
4.8
ZX10-5DX28MHz 5 8.00m
ZXIO-7 28MHz 7 14.00m 7.46
ZXIO-8 28MHz 8 18.00m 9.30
12m Band
ZX 12-2 24MHz 2 I.10m 2.85
ZXI2-3 24MHz 3 3.50m 3.30
ZX I 2-4 24MHz 4 5.50m 3.92
ZX I 2-5 24MHz 5 8.60m 5.13
ZXI2-6 24MHz 6 14.50m 7.78
15m Band
ZX I S-2 2IMHz 2 I .30m 3.36
ZX 15-3 2IMHz 3 4.I5m 3.98
ZX I S-4 2IMHz 4 6.40m 4.67
ZX15-5 2IMHz 5 10.20m 6.13
ZX15-6 2IMHz 6 14.70m 8.09
17m Band
ZX 17.2 8MHz 2 I.45m 4.26
ZX17.38MHz490m 4.85
ZX17-4 8MHz 4 7.50m 5.63
7.10
I.20m
I
ZXI7-5 8MHz 5
8MHz 6 17.40m 9.57
GAMMA MATCH
20m Bond
ZX Monoband Yagis ZX20-2 4MHz 2 1.70m 4.57
4MHz 3 6.20m 5.60
ZX20-3
use an efficient
ZX20-4 4MHz 4 9.40m 6.58
gamma match system ZX20-5 4MHz 5 14.40m 8.54
capable of handhng 2X20-6
4MHz 6 16.20m 9.60
more than 3kW.
30m Band
ZX30-2 OMHz 2 2.35m 2.63
ZX30-3 OMHz 3 8.55m 8.10
ZX30-4 OMHz 4 13.60m 9.70
40m Band
MONO BAND ZX 40 - 2 7MHz 2 3.35m

r

PRICE

2.20 L49.95
3.00 £89.00
4.30 L99.95
6.50 L129.00

6.2
9.1
11.4
12.1

-18
-25
-28
-28

6.3
10.3
12
12.7
14.1
18.0

-18
-20
-26
-35
-42
-44

6.3
9.1
11.4
12.1
12.7

-18 4.20 L99.95
-25 6.90 L128.00
-28 3.70 4159.00
-28 14.80 £ 215.00
-35 19.59 L229.00

6.3
9.1
11.4
12.1
12.7

-18
-25
-28
-28
-35

6.60
10.90
15.40
20.20
23.00

1112.00
1155.00
4185.00
L225.00
£266.00

6.3
9.1
11.4
12.1
12.7

-18
-25
-28
-28
-35

6.80
11.58
16.80
22.30
25.60

L129.00
E159.95
4189.95
E229.00
£275.00

6.3
9.1
11.4
12.1
12

-18
-25
-28
-28
-35

10.00
13.50
21.00
25.90
28.60

1149.95
1199.95
L259.00
1320.00
4445.00

3.90
6.50
10.80
13.40
18.00
21.00

Low Cost
VERTICALS

498.00
E129.00
4166.00
E225.00
£295.00
£CALL

6.3 -18 15.60 £189.00
9.1 -25 27.50 £220.00
11.4 -28 38.00 £CALL
6.3 -18 26.6

Manufactured in Germaiy ZX YAGI provide a range of low cost antennas
suitable for the smallest garden to the largest contest station.

£225.00

Two lightweight
multiband
verticals that
really work. Each
is supplied with a
set of 3 wire
radials.These
may be laid out
or bent to suit
your location.
Power handling
approx 500W.

GP3

£59.95

10/15/20M, 3.9 rims

GP3W
12117/30M,5 MISS
USEYOUR
CREDIT CARD
FOR SAME DAY1

£69.95

A lightweight compact beam for 20/15/10mtrs,
designed for the UK Amateur with limited space and
'eagle eyed' neighbours.The boom is just 2 mtrs long
with elements of 5 mtrs.A quiet receiving antenna
with good side rejection and front to back
performance.We've even heard some customers are
using them on 6 mtrs too! Weighs only I I kg.
SPECIFICATION
I 0m/6.1 dB, 15m/4.2dB, 20m/3.5dB
Gain
From 16 to 18d8
FIB Ratio
2 mtrs
Boom Length
Element length (max) 5 mtrs
Turning Radius 2.6 mtrs
I lkg
Weight
50mm
Mast Diameter
(144 km/h) 255
Wind Load
500 Watts
Power

Indy10
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YA.E SU
NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply

CONTENTS
CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL

3

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT

4

PRESIDENT'S PATTER

5

SECRETARY'S UPDATE

6

NEVADA COMOROS TROPHIES

6

NOTES OF CDXC AGM

and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
compliment the FT-1000/D, FT-1000MP and FT-920 HF radios.
These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised
Yaesu Dealers.

FEATURES
220 VAC (500 WATTS ON 6-METERS)

13

NICE TO KNOW

14

21

AUSTRALS AND MARQUESAS- TWO ISLANDS, TWO DXCC COUNTRIES

23

TRUE HAM RADIO OPERATOR FAIRY TALE (CONWAY REEF)

25

PWOS — ST. PETER AND ST. PAUL ROCKS - 2001

40

MALPELO, HK3JJH

42

FALKLAND ISLANDS, VP8SDX

44

RAMBLINGS FROM THE SHARP END

49

ARE WE GETTING OLDER?

50
52

1000 WATTS POWER OUTPUT @

•

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

IT SEEMED LIKE A GOOD IDEA!

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The World's First Panoramic SWR Monitor

JUST HOW MANY DXERS ARE THERE IN THE WORLD?53

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation
Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,

BOOK REVIEW - DX REFERENCE GUIDE

•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm '(16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note: VL-1000 and VP-1000 are not sold separately.

"YAM SU
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.

55

SWL NEWS

56

QRZ CONTEST

57

DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR

FT-990, FT-900C/AT

21

KINGMAN REEF "AT LAST"

•

•

8

POSTBAG

GENERAL TOPICS
Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a
full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs

3
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Feeders, cable, connectors
RG213 Mil spec (/m)
RG58stranded core(/m)
RG174 miniature (/m)
450 ohm slotted twin
300 ohm slotted twin
75 ohm twin (400Watts)
I 6swg H/D copper (/m)
Polyprop egg insulator

G3TUX
The QRP Component Co.
01428 661501 g3nuc(4aol.com

PO Box 88,
Haslemere, GU27 2RF

Keys and Keyers

R A Kent
Pump kit
Pump assembled
KTI "pro" pump

Twin paddle kit
" assembled
"
Single paddle kit
"
" assembled
EK4 iambic keyer
EK4M memo keyer
EK4 memory upgrade
Iambic keyer kit
Touch twin keyer kit

£43.50
£56.50
£65.50
£56.50
£69.50
£48.50
£59.50
£47.50
£73.50
£29.50
£15.00
£27.90

Ribbed poly. Insulator
Dipole centre box
Dipole centre "T' piece
PL259 for RG213
PL259/6 for RG58
S0239 in line socket
BNC 50ohm plug RG58
N plug 50ohm RG213
" "
" rt. Angled
N plug 50ohm RG58
PL259/PL259 1m lead

Swedish Pump Key

£0.75
£0.35
£0.40
£0.70
£0.65
£0.30
£0.25
£0.60
£0.75
£3.25
£3.00
£0.65
£0.65
£1 .95
£1 .50
£ I .95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.50

£99.95

(Ns and BNC have captive pins-mostly
Greenpar Macom)
£1 .50
8 pin mic plug

BY1 twin (black base)

£79.95

BY2 twin (chrome)

£89.95

8 pin mic line receptacle
8 pin mic I m extra. lead

£2.50
£& .50

ST1 single (black)
ST2 single (chrome)
Logikey

£79.95

RJ45 plug
RJ45 plug (CAT 5)

£0.25

Pederson DK1000

Bencher

IC3 keyer
Superkeyer 3 kit

£89.95

2.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm stereo j. plug
3.5mm stereo scmd jp
Vs" mono jack plug
Y." stereo jack plug
Vs" mono scmd j. plug
1/4" stereo scrnd j. plug
Adaptor Vs" to 3.5 stereo
Adaptor 3.5 to Vs" stereo
Adaptor V," to phone
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 3.5
Combiner 2x V." to 1/4"
Combiner 2x 3.5 to Vs"

£129.95
£59.95

Samson
£39.95
ETM SQ twin paddle
ETM9C X3 keyer - with built
£129.95
in paddles
ETM9C X3 fitted with Schurr
£199.95
Paddles
ETM9COG X3 keyer without
£109.95
Paddles
NB Samson ETM9 keyers use the SK3 chip

Schurr
Profi twin paddle
Portabel "midi" twin
Twin mechanism without
Base
Twin mechanism for ETM
Keyers (ETM5 on)
Pump mahogany base

£129.95
£119.95

£0.50
£0.20

£0.25
£0.60

£0.85
£0.65
£0.75
£0.95
£1 .25
£0.95
£0.95
£1 .25
£1 .40

£1 .50
£1 .50

(combiners/adaptors are stereo)
lm key/paddle leads 2+screen
£3.50
-3.5mm screened plug
£3.75
-1/4" screened plug
Red/Black twin power cables
£0.55/m
8 Amp £0.35 20Amp
VAT included P&P extra

£74.95
£79.95
£139.95

-

Spares for keys stocked and repairs undertaken
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DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)

till 16/09 9M6CT: East Malaysia by HSO/G4JMB
till October CP5/G4ASL: Bolivia
till 2002
EM I HO: Galindez Island (AN006)
till 28/10
Ill ARI: special event station from
Torino
till 31/12
0E75: special prefix (Austria)
till 21/09 TROA: Gabon by UA3DJY
VI3ORC: special station (Australia)
till 31/12
till 06/09 V63KA, V63MC, V63YB: Pohnpei
(0C-010) by JAs
till Jan
VKOKMT: Davis Base (VK-03),
Antarctica by VK4KMT
5R: Madagascar (AF-013) by F6BUM
till 27/09
till 26/09 VE2/F5TBA/p: Canada & Zone 2
EA6: Balearic Islands (EU-004) by
to 27/09
DL6KAC
to 05/10
FR/T: Tromelin Island by FR5ZU
FW5ZL: Futuna (OC-118)
to 21/09
P29AM & P29WS: Papua New Guinea
to 16/09
OZ/DLIEBR: Samso Island (EU-172)
to 29/09
11/09-19/09 C21XU: Nauru (0C-031) by PA3AXU
11/09-18/09 K3J: Johnston Atoll (OC-023)
13/09-23/09 ZL7/G3TXF and ZL7/G3SXW:
Chatham Islands (OC-038)
14/09-16/09 4T01: San Lorenzo Island (SA-052)
14/09-20/09 5R8HA: Ile Sainte Marie (AF-090) by
G3SWH
14/09-21/09 IL7/IZ2DPX: San Domino (EU-050)
14/09-20/09 VK9CQ: Cocos/Keeling (0C-003) by
PA3G10
15/09-16/09 CN2LE & CN2KA: Mogador (AF-065)
by F6ELE & F6HKA
15/09-16/09 ID9/1T9SSI: Eolie Islands (EU-0l7)
15/09-22/09 LX9SW: Luxembourg by PAs
16/09-18/09 TA: AS-123 by IT9YRE and IZ8AJQ
16/09-06/10 YM3CC: Turkey by LX1CC
17/09-26/09 TGOR: Guatemala by EAs
19/09-28/09 A25/KG6GPA: Botswana by W6DX0
19/09-23/09 C91RF: Quirimba island (AF-061) by
DL6DQW
20/09-28/09 3D2XU: Fiji (OC-016) by PA3AXU
21/09-28/09 XV3Z or XV3ZZ: Vietnam by JAI EUI
23/09-26/09 5R: Nosy Be (AF-057) by F6BUM
23/09-29/09 WH2M/WH4 & N21U/KH4: Midway
(OC-030) by JAs
26/09-30/09 VK3DK/p: Gabo Island (0C-196) &
Lighthouse by VKs

27/09-05/10 Z2/W6DX0: Zimbabwe
28/09-04/10 V63A, V63DX, V63XC: Pohnpei (OC010) by JAs
29/09-02/10 T15/JH8KYU and MU: Costa Rica by
JH8KYU
29/09-30/09 XVII Italian HF-DX Convention
(Bologna)
30/09-13/10 3DAODF and 3DAOFR: Swaziland by
DLs
30/09-03/10 VK6G10/5: Kangaroo Island (OC-139)
by PA3GIO
Sep-Dec
FOODEH: OC-062, OC-094, OC-052
by ON4QM
01/10-10/10 3D2: Conway Reef (OC-112) by
YTIAD and others
05/10-16/10 JA6GXK: Meshima, Danjo Islands
(AS-056)
07/10-13/10 XF1/DLIYMK: Magdalena Island
(NA-078)
08/10-15/10 H44: New Georgia (0C-149) Solomon
Isis by Is
09/10-15/10 VK9LO: Lord Howe Island (OC-004)
by PA3GIO
12/10 - 14/10 RSGB International OF & IOTA
Convention (Windsor)
16/10-06/12 3B8/ON4LAC: Mauritius Island (AF049)
17/10-23/10 H40: Pigeon Island (0C-065) Temotu
by Is
18/10-01/11 ZKI: Manihiki (OC-014), North Cooks
20/10-21/10 K7UGA: special event operation
20/10-04/11 VK9KNE & VK9KND: Norfolk (OC005) by SP9PT & SP9EVP
20/10-21/10 Jamboree On The Air
27/10-28/10 E4/OEIGZA: Palestine
27/10-28/10 XP1AB: Greenland (CQ WW DX SSB)
27/10-28/10 CQ Worldwide DX Contest (SSB)
31/10-12/11 8Q7QQ: Maldives (AS-013) by
HB9QQ
October
YC9BU/3: OC-237
October
ZWOTB and ZWOTW: Trindade (SA010) by PY2s
01/11-18/11 SN45KDU: special event station
(Poland)
01/11-13/11 ZKI: Rarotonga (OC-013), South
Cooks
09/11-11/11 Seanet Convention (Kota Kinabalu)
from 16/11 VP6: Ducie Island (0C-182)

eellE ZEVS /4722) VEVS
EDITORIAL
Don Field, G3XTT
A bumper Digest this time. Neville has been
diligently chasing those expeditions who
had promised a write-up as a courtesy in
appreciation of our sponsorship, and we
have had several other interesting
contributions. Indeed, I am having to hold
some material over to next time (including
IOTA Corner — sorry Roger! A full IOTA
update will appear in the next Digest). This
is a wonderful situation for an editor to be
in, if only because I don't have to write as
much myself! But don't put that article you
were planning on to the back-burner yet. Do
send it in, and be assured it will appear in
these hallowed pages sooner or later.

Contest Logs
I have been interested to note the very high
proportion of IOTA Contest Logs which
arrive by e-mail nowadays (for any of you
who hadn't noticed, I've had my arm well
and truly twisted to take on the contest with
Chris, G3SJJ, who has done so much of the
work to establish IOTA as the premier event
it now is, taking a well-earned break). Mind
you, it's also surprising to receive a number
of logs by paper printouts of computer files
or by disc, from people who also mention
their e-mail address on the cover sheet! I am
entirely sympathetic to those who continue
to avoid PCs like the plague and want to
send in paper entries, but for those who have
made the transition to PCs, why not do the
job properly!

Anyone for WARCies?
Sony about the headline. Couldn't resist it!
At WARC 79 we were allocated three new
bands, 30, 17 and 12m. Since then they have
been referred to as the WARC bands, and
treated somewhat differently to the "main"
HF bands. No contests, only gradually

accepted for awards purposes (12 and 17
now have the recognition of single-band
DXCC awards, 30 still doesn't). But just a
minute. 1979 is 22 years, or two full sunspot
cycles ago! Large numbers of contesters and
DXers don't even remember a time when
we didn't have those bands. It's curious,
isn't it? Sometimes things seem to happen
so slowly. Indeed, some countries still
haven't freed up those three bands for
amateurs (HS, to name but one). Now, 1 am
all in favour of keeping 30, 17 and 12
contest-free. It helps the contesters to keep
the peace with non-contesters, for a start.
But 1 do think it's strange how, even after all
this time we don't accept 30, 17 and 12 as
being on equal terms with the other bands,
We still happily buy tri-band antennas
which miss those bands out altogether, and
we are equivocal about including those
bands in our competitive activities such as
awards chasing. Yet at the forthcoming
WARC conference, ARRL and other
societies will be pushing for even more
amateur bands, at 60 metres for example
(see p.14), as well as looking to harmonise
the ones we already have (40m especially).
Despite all this, there seems to be almost a
conspiracy of silence for many years — when
did you last see a discussion about the status
of the WARC bands, whether we want more
bands, a rationalisation of what we have,
how we want to use them, etc? Our IARU
societies are formulating views, but CDXC
members, as the serious DXers, contesters,
HF movers and shakers must surely have
input worthy of consideration. Why not drop
me a line, and we may be able to synthesise
something for the next Digest?
See you all at Windsor!

73 Don G3XTT

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
John Butcher, G3LAS
As the first new Chairman for seven years, 1
approach this prestigious position with some
trepidation. As you all know, Neville,
G3NUG, has done an exceptional job in
promoting and developing CDXC. There is
no doubt that it is now one of the premier
DX Clubs in the world and, with nearly 500
members, certainly the largest such
organisation in the UK. It is comforting to
know that Neville will still be keeping a
fatherly eye on us from his exalted perch as
President and I am sure he will not be slow
to let me know if I fall short of his
expectations.
I shall feel moderately satisfied if I can help
to maintain the position we have achieved
but, of course, any organisation which aims
only to stand still will surely start to decay.
CDXC can still grow, although perhaps not
by a large amount in terms of membership,
which is limited by the numbers of UK radio
amateurs with DXing interests. Having said
that, D68C (remember them?) did work over
3500 separate UK stations and, in principle,
a large number of these might well be
interested in membership of CDXC.
There are several ways in which we might
extend and develop our activities. Our core
business may well always be the
encouragement and funding of DX operating
and operations. No doubt many members
see the main return on their subscriptions to
be the excellent bi-monthly Digest, so
professionally edited and produced by Don,
G3XTT. Social events such as the Annual
Dinner and Summer Social are thoroughly
enjoyed by all who attend. However, it is
obvious that many members live too far
from the venues to attend regularly, if at all.
It would be great to organise events, either
formal with an appropriate speaker or as
simple as a get-together in a convenient pub,
but in parts of the country other than the
Chilterns and the London area. The

Committee would be happy to do this and it
has been tried in the past, but we are
reluctant to risk expenditure of your money
if insufficient people would attend. Let us
know if you would come to a venue in, say,
Bristol, Milton Keynes, Manchester or
Newcastle on an evening or weekend. (GM,
GW, GD, GU, GJ and GI not excluded). We
will run the Club, but only in accord with
your wishes and support.
There may well be many potential members
out there who are diffident about joining,
perhaps because they think CDXC is a bit
elitist, catering only for experienced DXers.
Not true! We have a notional criterion of
members having a minimum DXCC score
of about 100, but this is only to indicate a
genuine level of interest. We are not going
to refuse membership to an enthusiastic
operator who is still part-way to achieving
this score. In fact, we would much enjoy
helping anyone to climb the ladder.
Some of you may be interested in promoting
club spirit and prestige by contest operating
in the name of CDXC, perhaps using the
club callsign(s). Fine - make us a proposal.
The closer the links between the Committee
and the bulk of the membership, the stronger
will be the Club and this will feed back to
everyone's benefit.
As you will know, next month sees the
RSGB HF and IOTA Convention at
Windsor. (Just in case you didn't, it is on
12-14 October.) CDXC has a share in the
organisation of this event and it is a great
opportunity to meet, not only many of the
luminaries of the DX world - OH2BH and
N7NG for example - but also each other.
Many of you will be there, but perhaps some
of you have never tried it. Come along,
maybe Neville will buy you a drink! Details
on the RSGB web site and in RadCom.
Our hard-working secretary Shaun, MOBJL,

Anyway this is all by the by, please
remember to put Chiltern DX Club as your
Club Affiliation if you can...it all helps to
raise the Club's profile and, even though we
are not in the FRC league, it is good for the
Club to justify an honourable mention.

And so to bed...
That's it for another CDXCDQCC I hope
you have enjoyed it...as ever many thanks to
those that managed to send articles in, or
succumb to my arm twisting...I know it can
be very difficult to find time to write up you
thoughts...although I have one article on the
boil for the next issue we do desperately
need some more input from members so it's
time to resort to a bit of subliminal
advertising...
ARTICLES PLEASE, ARTICLES
PLEASE, ARTICLES PLEASE,
ARTICLES PLEASE, ARTICLES
PLEASE, ARTICLES PLEASE,
ARTICLES PLEASE, ARTICLES
PLEASE, & ARTICLES PLEASE.
There, subliminal enough for you?!
So, to end with, in this season of CQ World
Wilds and all their attendant accusations of
bad manners, signals a mile wide, duff
operating practices, key clicks, operation
out of band, frequency stealing, impatience
with nontesters, self-spotting, envelope
pushing to breaking point etc...etc... I find
my self reminded of the saying by Mahatma
Ghana.
"Man often thinks of changing the world,
but seldom thinks of changing himself TU 73 Paul GOWAT
UK's World Radiosport Team Chosen
The team to represent the UK in the fourth

World Radiosport Team Championship - to
be held in Helsinki in July next year - has
been chosen. The team captain will be Andy
Cook, G4PIQ, and his partner will be Fred
Handscombe, G4BWP. 'WRTC 2002' is
being organised by Contest Club Finland
and brings together 52 teams from around
the world to compete in an amateur radio
contest on as nearly equal terms as possible.
Differences of propagation and geographical
location will be minimised by having all
teams operating from the Helsinki area
using identical stations equipped with HF
tribanders and Windom antennas.
Both Andy and Fred have long experience
of contesting, both from home stations and
more recently as members of the M6T and
9G5AA multi-multi teams in the CQ
WorldWide contests.
As well as the WRTC itself - which takes
place at the same time as the IARU
Radiosport Contest - this will be a weeklong social occasion involving most of the
top contesters from around the world. UK
contesters are encouraged to attend the event
to join in the fun and to support the British
team. Further details are available on the
WRTC 2002 web site which is linked from
the RSGB's own site at www.rsgb.org

STOP PRESS — FROM KEN G3OCA
Dear Don
You probably saw the recent item in the 425
dx-news regarding the Papua New Guinea
tour boat operator who is prepared to
arrange combined IOTA operations with
diving and fishing holidays. Les G4CWD
and I are looking for other interested parties
to join such a trip with the intention of
activating at least 3 P.N.G groups. We
would be grateful if you could publicise this
in the next edition of the CDXC
Digest.
73 Ken G3OCA.

OCEANIA DX Contest SSB
6 Saturday 1500 - 1859
EU Sprint Autumn SSB
7 Sunday 0700 - 1900
RSGB 21/28 MHz Contest SSB13-14
13-14 Saturday 0800 - Sunday 0800
OCEANIA DX Contest CW
13 Saturday 1500 - 1859
EU Sprint Autumn CW
20-21 Saturday 1500 - Sunday 1459
Worked All Germany Contest CW
SSB
21 Sunday 0700 - 1900
RSGB 21/28 MHz Contest CW
27-28 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ WW DX Contest Phone
27-28 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ WW SWL Challenge Phone
November
9-11 Friday 2300 - Sunday 2300
Japan international DX Contest Phone
10-11 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
WAE RTTY Contest RTTY
17-18 Saturday 1800 - Sunday 0800
IARU 160 m Contest CW
17-18 Saturday 2100 - Sunday 0100
RSGB 1.8 MHz Contest CW
24-25 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ WW DX Contest CW
24-25 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
CQ WW SWL Challenge CW

So as the winter draws in there is quite a lot
to keep you going...

CDXC Success in AFS CW

After a few years absence for reasons
various the CDXC A Team return to the fray
with a huge broadside downing the
opposition's mast and carrying off the prize
as top banana...well done to Dave G4BUO,
Jim G3RTE, Alan G4DJX, Don G3XTT and
Don G3BJ...we are indeed not
worthy!...also a hearty slap on the back to
the B Team of Steve GOCKP, Tony GOOPB,
Me MOCDX and Mike G3WPH for
achieving the 14th placing...it is interesting

to note that had the B team had a 5 th
mebrwouldhavpbycein
the top ten...so check you diaries for
January and see if you can squeeze in some
time to help the CDXC entries...it would be
great to field A,B and C teams...they'll
think we are taking over!

And now an interesting note from Don (my
title though)...

CDXC Members Microphobic?

Hi Paul
Have a look on www.cqww.com at G logs
received in CQWW Phone & CW contests.
For the CW one, lots of people claiming
CDXC as their club, but very few in phone.
Are we a CW club? What do we do to
encourage members to have a go at the
phone contest (and put their scores into the
CDXC pot)? Some thoughts for the Digest
when it gets closer to October, perhaps (and
next Digest will, I guess, be last one before
the Phone contest).
73 Don G3XTT

is organising our stand. He is a very
conscientious guy, but he would rather like
to spend a bit of time attending the odd
presentation and mingling in general. He is
therefore seeking a few volunteers to man
(person?) the stand for a short stint on either
day. Don't worry, no special knowledge is
required and you will be only about ten feet
from the bar - surprise!
However, I am reasonably confident that
you won't bother to do this, so I feel safe in
offering a pint, or the equivalent, to each of
the first five people to contact Shaun
(mObil@btinternet.com ) and volunteer.
While on the subject of "events", I should
mention that the AGM on 14 July went with
its usual smoothness. A number of issues
were discussed and the new Committee was
duly elected. The membership of this year's
Committee is detailed on the inside front
cover of this Digest and also on our web
site, which I am sure you all check out from
time to time. Shaun can provide further
details of the meeting to those who were not

there. On behalf of you all, I should thank
retiring members for their hard work and
assure the new Committee that I will ensure
that there will be at least as much to keep
them busy in the forthcoming year.
Hopefully, you will help me in this.
Immediately after the AGM, of course, we
held the Summer Social. Although many of
us had journeyed to Further Felden in
torrential rain, Neville, with his usual
forethought, had organised a beautiful sunny
afternoon. Obviously the four-square is a
good vertical radiator as well - think about
it! it did one's heart good to see some of our
more venerable members cavorting about on
the green sward, albeit more occupied with
burgers and buns than the swimming pool
and croquet lawn. We are again indebted to
Neville and especially to Trish for their
continued hospitality and tolerance.
I think that's about enough for now. I don't
want to use up all my sparse inspiration on
my first "CC". Keep in touch, see you at
Windsor and above all - gud DX!

Presidents Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Well Don yours is an interesting point...I
suspect the main reason for the lack of
single op entries in SSB is that many are
involved in Multi-Op SSB events whilst that
is much less the case in the CW leg...I
myself have been involved in quite a few
SSB Multi-op events but only one CW
one...I suspect this is just part of the general
drift away from CW...in local clubs it is
reasonably easy to raise a group to do SSB
but you will be very lucky to be able to do
the same for CW...this necessitates people
doing more single-op for the CW and thus
they are more likely to send in for their
National Club (CDXC) rather than their
local club.
It would be interesting for people to
comment on the above. I know we have
many world respected contesters as club
members and I am sure your thoughts would
be enlightening to the rest of us.

My thanks to all those who donated raffle prizes for the CDXC Summer Social. We were very
grateful for the generous contributions from everyone present. We raised £401, a most useful
addition to our funds. This is equivalent to the unallocated income generated by approximately
66 new members. I would like to make my usual appeal. When members are in the marketplace
please remember those organisations who support CDXC through the annual raffle and by
advertising in the Digest.
CDXC
Four bottles of wine (for the
G3TUX
Two T-shirts
Datamatrix

FSDXA

ladies raffle)
Logging software

Kenwood

Heavy jacket, HS-5 headphones,
LP filter

WorldSpace Digital Radio,
"DXpeditioning Behind the

Nevada
RSGB
Yaesu

100m of low-loss coax
Five books and a CD-ROM
Two MD-100 desktop mikes,
two Y11-77 STA headphones.

Scenes"
G3LAS/G3NUG
Various callbook CDROMs.
G3PMR
RSGB "Guide to EMC"
G3PJT
"Reflections in a Rosebowl"
Finally, congratulations to Bob G3PJT, last year's President of CDXC who becomes President of

the RSGB from 1 January 2002.

Secretary's Update
Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL

CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Location

Name

Call

Worked

BRS 33658

120+

Dennis Shields

Wiltshire

DU/G4UNL

160

Roy Charlesworth

Philippines

GOCZB

115

Steve Slack

Herts

GOIYZ

154

Chris Carrington

Derby

GOMRH

100+

Ron Horsley

Warks

G3JAG

359

John Crux

Manchester

MSGUS

170

Robert Guscott

Cornwall

OZ4RT

372

John Amvig

Denmark

S57AT

100+

Max Cafuta

Ptuj

UT8LL

250+

Victor Russinov

London

W9GTA

200+

Pat Croft

Indiana

HF and IOTA Convention, 12-14 October 2001

As I am sure you are all aware by now this years HF and IOTA Convention will soon be upon us
and as usual CDXC will have it's stand in the main hall. We need support from our members on
the stand and are looking for volunteers who would be willing to give up just an hour of their
time to assist. If you are interested please contact Shaun MOBJL.
Nevada Comoros Trophies
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Congratulations to the winners of the
Nevada Comoros trophies as set out below.
In cases where scores were equal the highest
position went to the person "first past the
post" i.e. to those making the earliest final
contact with D68C. In the event, 254
amateurs took part either as individuals or as
club members.
The maximum achievable score was in fact
26 band-slots made up as follows:
10 (160m to 6m)
• CW:

•
•
•
•

SSB:
PSK:
RTTY:
FM:

9 (160m to 6m exc. 30m)
3 (10m, 15m, 20m)
3 (10m, 15m, 20m)
1 (10m)

Several stations made CW and SSB QSOs
on both 160 and on 6m!
The very attractive Nevada Comoros
Trophies will be presented at the RSGB HF
Convention at Windsor near London during
the weekend of 12/14 October; these
trophies incorporate models of the local
Comoran galawa boats. These models were

settled down although we now had to
manage without the Cluster and the r d radio
didn't have its serial interface connected.
After a few hours we put the system back to
what it should be and all went well.
We had some tremendous hourly runs and
eventually managed to get the multiplier
strategy on line. Perhaps the highlights of
the whole weekend were an incredible short
skip opening on 20 and a superb Sporadic E
opening on 10m. John G4DRS was peaking
at over 220 Q/H on IOSSB and I managed
around 180 on CW. I have never ever heard
10m so busy. I do suspect we were favoured
in that GU is probably considered a rare
country as well as a wanted IOTA in the
contest.
Temperatures over the weekend were even
hotter hitting over 30C. Even overnight it
was warm enough to wear shorts outside. In
the small shack, with 3 computers, two
radio, 2 amps and three bodies, it was
almost unbearable. We had several fans
blowing and one of the local guys even
brought us a small portable air-conditioning
unit. It was still hot!
Despite all that we finished just short of
2900 QSOs and 470 multipliers for a score
of 8.6m. Down on our second place score of
last year but still creditable. I do believe the
contest has moved up a gear this year with
several of the multi operator groups making
over 3000 Qs and one group has 576 mults.
That is some going.
Time to break down the station. Well, this
had a more sinister meaning this year. The
local guys were just about to lower the A4S
when one of the couplers broke and the
beam crashed to the ground. I can
understand their embarrassment though I
take the view that transporting, assembling
and disassembling all the gear brings risks.
As they say, no pain no gain. Luckily there
were no injuries so the pain was purely the
hassle of replacement. Little to pay in the
circumstances.
We met up later in the evening for a meal, a
few beers and some bottles of wine, perhaps

slightly subdued but still in good spirits.
Will I do it again.?... You bet!

Many thanks Chris for the article - it really
gives a flavour of the trials and tribulations
to be had at a Multi-op and especially multicomputer contesting..it can be enough to try
the patience of a Saint at times... equipment
which was working for the past 5 years
within 5 minutes of the contest 's off
appears to depart its mortal coil only to resurface Lazarus-like a few minutes
later...anyone who has done a bit of
contesting in their time has seen this
happen...
"The xxx is not working"
"Why not?, it was working a minute ago"
"Yes I know that, but it's not working now!"
"Hang on, its working again! ...what did
you do to it?"
"Nuffin!"
"Are you sure?"
"Yup!"
"Oh well...CQ Contest , CQ Contest this is
...Oh B***er someone's nicked my run
frequency!"...and so on with various bits of
equipment throughout the next 24/48
hours...Note to self - must sit down and give
oneself a stiff talking to as to why this is
fun!

Right, a few dates for your diaries now
September

8-9 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
Worked All Europe DX Contest SSB
15-16 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
The 43rd Scandinavian Activity Contest CW
22-23 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
The 43`11 Scandinavian Activity Contest SSB
29-30 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ/RJ World-Wide RTTY DX Contest
October

6 Saturday 0000 - 2400
The PSK31 Rumble PSK
6-7 Saturday 0800 - Sunday 0800

amplifier, DX Cluster access, heavier
weight Heil headset on the run station to
minimise extraneous noise and all wiring
completed and tested for the TopTen
decoders, Dunestar filters and antenna
switch boxes. As the date of the contest
approached, it was most pleasing to be able
to tick off all four items from the list.

auto-tune amplifier. What a joy to use.
Unpacking that and placing it on the
operating bench really gave our morale a
much-needed boost. By this time we had
been joined by John G4DRS, who travelled
on the early morning ferry from Weymouth
and Chris G3SVL who had flown in from
Gatwick. Assembly went according to plan
at this stage, everything we could do outside
the field was done, my A4S, rotator, mast,
couplers, guys, coax, rotator and relay box
control cable terminations. In the evening,
the local amateurs arrived and, after detailed
instructions including diagrams chalked up
on the club blackboard, work began. By
2130 the multiplier antennas were in place,
A4S at 15m high, a 40m diamond loop
slung below the beam and an 80m dipole a
further 3m above the beam. A real team
effort with most of the operators unable to
go beyond the wire fence into the field.
The run station antennas were to be the
club's T1-16 with dipoles for 80 and 40
supported on the 20m high tower. This
should have been an easy job to complete
but problems arose here also. After many
DC and RF checks, and tilting of the tower,
we eventually found an open circuit on the
outer of the coax feeder. Having fixed that
we found the rotator had seized, luckily
there was a spare in the club so once again
Keith came to our rescue and was able to
carry out the change. By 2200 we were
ready for a beer, having worked all day out
in temperatures of around 30C!
Miraculously, everything was up and
running by the start of the contest at 1300 on
Saturday.
OK, so we had a few computer crashes in
the morning and a bit of stray RF to cure but
other than that we were ready and raring to
go. Or so we thought! I am running at an
indicated 185 Qs per hour and, guess what,
the systems crashes just 20 minutes in. This
occurred four more times giving me a first

Station Assembly After an uneventful drive

down to Poole and a beautifully smooth
crossing on the catamaran ferry, Ian G4IlY
and myself started unloading gear at the club
whilst my wife Yvonne sorted things out at
the B & B, but that's another story. (Well
what do expect for £17 a night?) At least it
was conveniently situated, being only 10
minutes walk from the site.
The scene was set for a weekend of good
news and bad news. We were met by Keith,
GU6EFB, who had been most helpful in
organising the computers. He had three
machines up and running with NA contest
logging program. Good news! But only any
two would work properly. After an hour or
so of trying various configurations on the
software we eventually created a new log
file, which then worked.
Having dealt with that we were confronted
with the devastating news that because of
the continuing Foot and Mouth Disease
situation the neighbouring field, which
would house the multiplier antennas, was in
fact not available to visitors from mainland
England. We had two options, pack up and
go home or accept an offer from the
Guernsey club members that they assemble
the antennas for us under our supervision.
We could of course have chosen to use
minimal antennas, such as a half-sized
G5RV at 3m high, but that really did not
appeal, so we accepted the kind offer from
the GU club members.
Friday was the main assembly day. The bad
news was that the scaffold poles hadn't been
delivered, nor the rotator that I had ordered.
Luckily both turned up during the morning.
Ed GU3SQX arrived on site midday
bringing along his new toy. An Alpha 87a

carved on the beach near our operating site.
Trophies will be sent by surface mail to
those unable to attend the Convention.
Our thanks to Nevada for sponsoring these
trophies.
UK - High Power

1. John Butcher G3LAS
2. Darren Collins GOTSM
3. Ron Stone GW3YDX
UK - Low Power
I. Victor Brand G3JNB
2. AJ Morgan M5ZAP
3. Jim Martin MMOBQ

20
19
119

23

2. Vilnius Young Tech's LY3MR 23
23
3. Martin Jonink PA4WM
Rest of the World - Low Power

1. Alain Tuduri F5LMJ
17
2. Jean-Louis Chabernaud F5UJK 16
16
3. Krzysztof Hodyr SP7iCE
UK Clubs
1. Cheltenham ARA
2. Stockport RS
3. Reading & DARC

242
170
150

A complete listing can be found at the D68C
website: www.dxbands.com/comoros

G3TUX j Kits-Keys-QRP
HF + IOTA Convention for:
FT817 QRP Super-rig' and accessories,
including InRad CW and SSB filters, Palm mini
paddles, connectors, carrying cases.
Kits by Howes, MFJ, Ten Tec and Kanga.
Plus end of line bargains & new products.
Keys and keyers by Bencher, DK1WE, Kent,
Samson, Schurr, Swedish pump.
Morse trainers and CDs/Tapes. Used keys
QRP rigs, new and used Components, including Crystals and Toko Coils, AirSpaced Variable Capacitors, Enclosures and many surplus component
bargains.

www. G3TUX. corn
PO Box 88 Haslemere GU27 2RF
01428 661501

hour rate of 105 QSOs. Well down on what
I would have expected. After taking the V d
computerfhnwok,verytig
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23
23
23

Rest of the World - High Power
1. Mark Demeuleneere ON4WW

NOTES OF CDXC AGM, JULY 14 ffi 2001, 12:20
Held at G3NUG's QTH

Neville, G3NUG, CDXC Chairman, welcomed everyone to the AGM and thanked members for
making it a near-record turnout. He explained the form of the meeting and made special mention
that of the committee: Bob G3PJT, President is on holiday, Shaun MOBJL is at his brother-inlaw's wedding, Barry G4RKO would be standing in for Shaun.
Present:

BRS32525, GOKRL, GOOPI3, GOVJG, G3JNB, G3KMA, G3LAS, G3LQP, G3NOH, G3NUG,
G3OLY, G3OQB, G3RTE, G3SED, G3SJJ, G3SXW, G3TXF, G3WGV, G3XTT, G4IDL,
G4IUF, G4JVG, G4KRJ, G4RKO, G4TSH, G4VXT, 0800, MOAXP, M5A10, RSI77448
Apologies:

5B4AFB, 5B4AGC, 5B4AGX, GOHXN, GOIHM, GOSBQ, GOSOV, GOTSM, GOVOK,
GOWAT, G2HDR, G2YT, G3BJ, G3COJ, G3IQF, G3ICHZ, G3KKQ, G3KZR, G3MCX,
G3PEM, G3PJT, G3PMR, G3RFX, G3SWH, G3UEG, G3WYW, G3YXX, G3ZAY, G3ZBE,
G4WSL, GM4ELV, GU4Y0X, GW3KJN, G5HY, ISWL G-13038, MOBJL, MMOBQI,
OZ7SM,
Previous Minutes:

Motion that the minutes of the last AGM held at G3NUG's QTH on 1st July 2000 are a true
record:
Proposed G4IDL. Seconded G4JVG. Carried.
Chairman's Report

VP9 and TF and is now resident on

mailed not later than October 31st the year
of the contest.

Guernsey, so his offer of assistance was
most welcome, particularly as his new toy
was now in the UK, but more of that later.
Last year Ian, G4IIY joined us and was keen
to make a return trip. John, G4DRS and
myself are the founder members of the team.
As a late thought I e-mailed an old buddy of
my Chris, G3SVL, and then we confirmed
arrangements on the telephone. According
to his wife, he was grinning like a schoolboy
after the discussion and asking if he could
join us! Most interestingly, in his postcontest review, Chris commented on how
well the team had worked together and the
fact that no one threw their dolly out of the
pram despite all that had been thrown at us
over that weekend.

14 Awards.

TRANSMITTING SECTION:

The top scoring High Power and Low Power
station in each country as well as in each US
call area, in each category, both CW and
SSB, will receive a Contest Award,
provided a reasonable score is made.
QRP operators will be listed in one common
list for all non-Scandinavians.
The top scoring Single Operator (QRO)
station on each continent may be awarded a
Contest Plaque provided a reasonable score
is made.
SWL:
The top scoring station outside Scandinavia
will receive an award.
ALL SECTIONS:
Depending on the number of participants,
the Contest Committee may consider
additional awards.

Planning and Organisation Several factors
were involved in this year's planning

exercise. Firstly, since we were a smaller
team we might not be able to assemble the
type of competitive station we had done in
the past. Secondly, with the problems
associated with Foot and Mouth Disease in
the UK our multiplier station antennas could
be restricted as the field adjoining the
Guernsey Radio Club HQ might not be
available. Thirdly, we were not totally sure
until nearer the date of the contest who
would be in the team. Instead of the three
masts and monoband Yagis erected last
year, we decided to use one mast which
would support my A4S tribander, a 40rn
diamond loop and an 80m dipole above the
beam. Together with the Club's TH6 and
dipoles on their 60ft tower, we would have
two independent antenna systems with about
50m of separation. Each system would be
auto-selected from its own relay box via a
TopTen decoder unit, which takes band data

Neville G3NUG reported as follows:
Marketing Initiatives

Flyers have been sent with the IOTA 2000 certificates and with the D68C QSL cards.
The response to the advertisement in RadCom was disappointing with only 6 replies being
received. This was our first attempt at advertising - it looks as though mail-shots are more
effective.
We should probably do a major mailout later in the year.
Membership Numbers

We have increased our numbers slightly from last year from 480 to 485. We need to recruit quite
a few new joiners to compensate for those leaving, around 30 each year. The main reasons given
by those leaving is either loss of interest in DXing or in the hobby as a whole. He believed we
should be able to sustain a membership level of at least 500.
Other Initiatives
The IOTA 2000 Programme has resulted in some 250 certificates being issued already. The

latest date for certificate applications is 31 December 2001. Over 2,500 downloads of the IOTA
2000 software have been made from the CDXC web site.
RSGB Morse Campaign has also been driven by CDXC.
DXpeditions Supported
Over 20 DXpeditions have been supported since the beginning of last year.

Many thanks for a fine article Steve...and
now, following a very successful and busy
IOTA contest this year, we have a splendid
article from one of the contest's perennial
top crews..over to you Chris.
GU8D - IOTA CONTEST 2001

Chris Burbanks G3SJJ

Every contest has its own character and each
attempt at a particular event also has its own
features. Such was our trip to Guernsey
EU114 again for this year's IOTA Contest.
Long standing team members Justin,
G4TSH and Tony, GOOPB, together with
Don, G3XTT who joined us last year, all
took part in the D68C DXpedition using up
a combination of holiday leave, finance and
brownie points to varying degrees. Ed,
GU3SQX has entered single operator from

from a socket on the rear of the FTI 000MP.
Three desktop computers were to be
supplied by the Guernsey Club, rather than
the laptops and PCMCIA cards we have
taken previously.
After any contest I always make notes of
possible improvements for the future. Points
for consideration this year were an auto tune
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as High Power.
MULTIPLIER SHEET.
All entrants must submit a multiplier check
list for each band with more than 200 QSOs.
DUPLICATE CHECK LIST.
Possible duplicate QSOs must be shown in
the log and counted for zero (0) points. Each
entrant shall submit a duplicate check list
for each band with more than 200 QSOs.
Duplicate check list to contain worked
stations listed e.g. by DXCC-entities and
call areas.
ELECTRONIC LOG.
Electronic submission of logs is encouraged
- and in fact required - for all top scoring
entrants and all who use a computer to log
or prepare the logs. The CABRILLO format
is preferred. Please insure that you fill out
all of the header information. If you submit
a CABRILLO log, no additional summary
sheet is required. (However, if you like to
compare your claimed scores with others
before the final results are published, you
are encouraged to enclose your summary
sheet as well).
If you cannot submit a CABRILLO log, you
may submit the ASCII output from most of
the popular logging programs such as
LA0FX, NA, OH2GI, SD, TR and
Writelog. If the log is not in CABRILLO
format, a separate summary sheet is
required. Please name your files with
yourcall and the file type.
Example: AAIAA submits a CABRILLO
file. It should be named AA1AA.LOG. If
AA1AA chose to submit a non CABRILLO
file such as TR's .dat file, he should name
the log file AA1AA.DAT and the summary
file should be AA1AA.SLTM.
Logs sent on disk should be on 3.5", 1.44
Mb disks.
Logs submitted via e-mail should in the
Subject: line include mode (CW or SSB),
your callsign and the category you are
entering, e.g., SOMBHP, SOMBLP, MOST,
etc.

All logs received via e-mail will be
confirmed via e-mail.

The RSGB DXpedition Fund matched nearly all our contributions. We also liaise closely with
the GM DX Group.

Basic rules: Only one QSO on each line.
Each line must contain following
information: Date and Time (full) UTC,
Band, Mode, Station worked, Sent (full)
exchange, Received (full) exchange,
Multiplier (if applicable) and Points (dupes
to be marked with (0) zero).

CDXC continues to be one of the top ten funding organisations worldwide.

Computerised logs must be checked for
typing accuracy. Please leave all your QSOs
in the log, dupes included. The log checking
software will find the dupes and mark them
with zero points.
If you send log on disc, paper log is not
mandatory. Summary sheet must always be
on paper (not when using e-mail). Disc must
be clearly labelled with call, contest name,
class and date of the contest. CW and SSB
portion can be on same disc. Please use filenames like: AA1AA.DAT or AAIAA.CW
or AA I AA.SSB and AA1AA.SUM
11 Declaration.

With her/his signature on the summary
sheet, the participant declares that all the
rules are observed and that the station was
operated in accordance with the rules and
regulations for amateur radio stations in the
country of the participant.
12 Address for logs.

The arrangement of the contest alternates
between SSA, NRRL, EDR and SRAL in
that order.
SAC 2001 logs to:
NRRL Contest Manager
LA9HW - Jan Almedal
Tunet
N-1825 TOMTER
NORWAY
SAC 2001 logs E-mail logs to:
saccontesting.com
13 Closing date for logs.

Logs and accompanying control-sheets,
addressed to the organising Society, shall be

Social Scene

The RSGB HF Convention last October was as busy as ever.
Annual Dinner in March — a slightly disappointing turnout — the new committee will be looking
at the format of this dinner. Thanks for your ideas.
Awards

John G3LZQ was the outright winner of the Penallt Trophy with 151 points. This score
represents 151 different countries worked on the LF bands in January.
Phil G4OBK was runner up and wins the Tindle Cup.
The Committee has sorted out the rules for the Local Heroes Award. Thanks to Ian G3KZR for
this idea.
The sub-committee, which dealt with the question of funding the D68C DXpedition, has recently
agreed to award the D68C Comoros team the CDXC Award of Merit.
Recent past recipients include VKOIR, 9MOC and ZL9CI. This sub-committee was completely
independent of the D68C team members.
CDXC Digest
The Digest continues to go from strength to strength under the editorship of Don G3XTT.
Thanks

Neville said that he was standing down as Chairman this year after 7 years and would like to
thank the Committee, the Officers and the members generally for their support during this
period.
Thanks to Bob G3PJT our President who is retiring as a member of the Committee. Bob
becomes President of the RSGB on 1 January 2002.
Thanks to Barry, G4RKO as Treasurer (previously Secretary) who is also retiring from the
committee. Barry has done an excellent job for the past 3 years.
Secretary's Report

Barry, G4RKO read a statement prepared by Shaun.
"First of all I would like to apologise that due to family commitments I am unable to attend this
year's AGM and Summer Social, but Barry G4RKO has kindly offered to stand in for me. This
has been my first year as Secretary and I cannot believe where the time has gone!
The year has been a relatively busy one, and thanks to Neville's regular mailshots and other
marketing initiatives we have received a steady stream of applications from new members,
which is very encouraging.
The year's social events have been well received by the membership and it was nice meeting
those of you that attended either the HF Convention or the DX Dinner. I would like to finish by
saying thank you to the membership for their support since I look on the role as Secretary, and a
special thank you to Neville and Barry for their assistance throughout my first year."
Treasurer's Report

Barry, G4RKO presented the audited accounts for the year ended 31 March 2000. See separate
page for details. Barry thanked the Auditor, John G3WGV, for his work.

Motion to accept the accounts: Proposed G3LQP. Seconded G4IUF. Carried.
The Treasurer recommended that the subscription remain unchanged for the next year.
Motion to maintain the subscription at its current level:
Proposed G4TSH. Seconded G3RTE. Carried.

Election of Officers
At this point the entire Committee resigned as required by the constitution. John, G3WGV
presided over the election. The outgoing Secretary had received only one nomination for each
position. Results of the election were as follows:

President
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Digest Editor
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member

G3NUG
G3LAS
MOBJL
G4KIU
G3XTT
G3SED
GOKRL
GOWAT

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

M5AIO
MOAXP
G3RTE
G4RKO
G3NUG
G4JVG
G4IDL
G3008

Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded

G3OLY
G800
G4VXT
G4TSH
G3LAS
G3NOH
G4IUF
G3RTE

Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous

Following the election of the Committee for 2001/2002 John, G3LAS as newly elected
Chairman took the chair

Election of Auditor
John, G3 WGV expressed his willingness to continue as Auditor for a further year.
Proposed MOAXP. Seconded G3OQB. Carried.

AOB
Victor, G3JNB suggested that members of the club ponder the future of DXpeditions and
consider where the current trend for high cost, major events might lead. He cited Heard Island
costing $300,000 as a recent example. Victor went on to suggest that expedition organisers
should consider linking visits to undeveloped areas with charitable support, not necessarily
financial, but to make use of the skills of the team to assist local school projects, for example.
G3JNB commended this to the club for consideration.
In response Neville, G3NUG as D68C team leader, gave the meeting some details of the
initiatives with which the D68C team had been involved in the Comoros particularly in
connection with the local radio stations and local schools.
Neville, G3NUG asked members to support the raffle to be drawn later that afternoon which
would raise funds for support of future DXpeditions. Neville expressed thanks on behalf of the
club to the various organisations that provided raffle prizes including G3PMR, RSGB, Nevada,
Kenwood, Yaesu, Five Star DXers Association, G3TUX and Datamatrix. G3PJT and G3LAS.
Meeting closed 12:55
Barry Cooper, G4RKO
For MOBJL, CDXC Secretary

MHz bands.

allowed to be on the air at the same time as
the running station. The multiplier station
must also stay on the "multiplier band" at
least 10 minutes. This rule is similar to the
CQ WW DX Contest.

8 Multipliers.
Worked call-number areas (0-9) in each
Scandinavian country are valid as multiplier
on each band.

Use of multiplier spotting assistance from
other persons than the station-operators is
not allowed. However, DX-Clusters may be
used by Multi Operator stations.

(e.g. SI3, SK3, SL3, SM3, 7S3 and 8S3 are
all in ONE district and counts ONE (1)
multiplier on each band).
Portable stations without district number
counts for the 10th area (e.g. G3XYZ/LA
counts for LAO). OHO (Aland Is.) and 0J0
(Market Reef) are separate call areas. SJ9
and SI9 counts for the 9th district in
Sweden.

c) SWL.
Single Operator/Multi Band

Only Scandinavian stations may be logged
for points. Scoring as for transmitting
sections.
5

9 Final score.
To calculate the final score, multiply the
sum of QSO-points on all bands with the
sum of multipliers worked on all bands.

Bands.

3.5 - 7 - 14 - 21 - 28 MHz bands may be
used according to IARU HF Band Plans.

10 Logs.
Signed original logs (or copies of original
logs) must be submitted separately for CW
and SSB. Single operator and multi-single
logs must be submitted in chronological
order.

(NB: 3560-3600, 3650-3700, 14060-14125
and 14300-14350 kHz to be kept free from
contest traffic).
6 Contest exchanges.
The contest exchange consists of RS(T) plus
serial number starting with 001 (e.g.
59(9)001).

Logs to be filled in the following order:
Date and time UTC, Band, Station worked,
Exchange sent, Exchange received,
Multipliers (e.g. OZ4, SM3, SM4, OH2 etc)
and Points.

(QSOs after 999 are numbered 1000, 1001
etc). The same station may be worked once
on each band. Cross-mode and/or crossband QSOs are not allowed.

SWL-log must contain:
Date and time UTC, Band, Scandinavian
station heard, Message sent by Scandinavian
station, SWL's own report, Station worked
by Scandinavian station, Multipliers and
Points.

The minimum content of a valid contest
QSO is correct callsign and correct contest
exchanges.
7 Scoring.
Two-way QSO with sent and received
exchange counts for QSO-points.

SUMMARY SHEET.
All entries must be followed by a summary
sheet showing station callsign, contest
category, name of operator(s) and address.
Indicate number of QSOs per band less
duplicates, number of duplicates per band,
multipliers per band, QSO-points per band
and final score. A Single Op. log not
showing the power category will be counted

EUROPEAN stations credit their logs with
one (1) point for every complete
Scandinavian QSO on each band.
NON-EUROPEAN stations credit their logs
with one (1) point for every Scandinavian
QSO on 14, 21 and 28 MHz and with three
(3) points for complete QSO on 3.5 and 7

10
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region the chance to hunt for 'rare'
multipliers - for example, there may be no
LA3 stations, say, active specifically for the
contest, but there may well be one or two
LA3s giving out a few QS0s for just half an
hour or an hour at a time, and you have to
find them! And while it is easy to pick up
the big OH2 or SK5 multi-multi stations on
all bands, there may be only one OZ9
station, running 100 watts to a trap vertical,
taking part, and to pick up the maximum
number of OZ9 multipliers you need to find
him on all five bands.
SAC has just the right format for
engendering friendly rivalry between the
serious contesters of the region - and there
are plenty of them! - and between the
various countries of Scandinavia. This
ensures plenty of activity for contesters in
the rest of the world. Most Scandinavian
stations - even those that are not specifically
contesters - are pretty slick operators and
most speak excellent English. The UK is
just the right sort of distance from
Scandinavia to make it possible for even
modest stations to pick up most of the
available multipliers on all bands, unlike,
say, the ARRL DX contest, where working
the West Coast states and provinces on 80m
can be tough unless you have a super
station. Get on during SAC and give out a
few QSOs - it's a fun event.
,

The 43rd Scandinavian Activity Contest
2001
GENERAL RULES FOR NONSCANDINAVIANS
1. Aim of the contest.
The aims of the contest are to promote
amateur radio activity within Scandinavia as
well as to encourage amateur radio
communications between Scandinavian and
non-Scandinavian amateur radio stations.
Non-Scandinavian stations will try to work
as many Scandinavian stations as possible.
Scandinavian stations are defined by
prefixes as follows:

CDXC Accounts 2000-2001

JW Svalbard and Bear I.
IX Jan Mayen I.
LA/LB/LG/LJ Norway
OF/OG/OH/OI Finland
OF0/OG0/OH0 Aland Is.
0J0 Market Reef
OX Greenland
OY Faeroe Is.
OZ/5P Denmark
SI/SJ/SK/SUSM/75/8S Sweden
TF Iceland
2 Eligible entrants.
Radio amateurs and SWLs all
world are invited to participate.

INCOME
Subscriptions
US dollar subs etc.
Members donations
Software sales
Advertising
Misc sales
Raffles
DX donations
Bank Interest
Dinner
Dinner uncleared chqs

Total Income

over the

3 Periods.
CW: September 15, 1200 UTC to
September 16, 1200 UTC
SSB: September 22, 1200 UTC to
September 23, 1200 UTC
4 Sections.
a) Single Op./Single TX/Multi Band - High
Power
Single Op./Single TX/Multi Band - Low
Power (output 100 W or less)
Single Op./Single TX/Multi Band - QRP
(output 5 W or less)
Single operator means that one person
performs all operating, logging and spotting
functions without any assistance from other
person(s). The use of DX-Cluster is not
allowed.
b) Multi Op./Single TX/Multi Band
Only one signal may be transmitted on any
band at any time (running station). When
operation has started on one band, the
station must remain on that band for at least
10 minutes. The 10 minutes-period starts
with the first QSO worked on that band.
Exception: It is allowed to work a station on
another band if it is a new multiplier
(multiplier station). The multiplier station is

1998-1999
5,078
330
259
25
260
193
355
0
0
1,289
0
7,788

1997-1998

8,011

1999.2000
5,869
58
189
23
1,147
375
20
200
0
1,031
0
8,912

6,262

165
315
9
233
13
0
1,062
0
5,716

2,796
1,387

2,832
1,255

2,099
1,054

2,536
0

2,411
0

15
105

38
0

20
0

35
0

20
0

358 Note 2
214

175
612

204
403

83
248

156
253

381 Note 3
15
2,800 Note 4
789
117
8,978

39
0
1,935
1,054
0
7,940

193
0
825
1,449
488
6,735

89
0
1,150
994
0
5,136

316
0
806
1,062
106
5,131

972

1,054

1,126

585

3,666

2,535

1,541

965

8,912
-400
0

7,788
0
0

6,262
0
0

5,716
0
0

12,178

10,323
6,735
0
-400
-8
330
3,666

7,803
5 136
0

6,681
5,131
0
10
0
0
1,541

2000.2001
5,946
235
218
0
253
363 Note 1
380
0
19
598
0

4,501
130
123
70
115

79
250
0
0
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936

1996-19977
3,920

EXPENDITURE
Newsletter
Postag
e
RSGB/licence
Insurance
Badges
Repay Deposit
$25
Rubber Stamps
Committee Exps
Trophie
Summer Social
Expenses
Bank Charges
Dxpeditions
Dinner
Adv/logo

Total
Expedlture
Excess of Income
Over

-966

Expedlture
BANK ACCOUNTS STATEMENT
Current A/C
B/F

2,669

Income
8,011
700 Note 5
Uncleared 00/01
Transfer from Deposit
1,000
Note 6
Transfer from USDollar NC
Total
12,765
Less expenditure
8,978
Transfer to Deposit
2,000
15 Note 7
Adjustment
0
Less cash
Less $US
0
1,773
Current A/C

7,940
1,000
481
31

58
2,669

C/F

11

23
130
2,514

Deposit B/F
Transfer to current
Transfer from current
Interest
Deposit C/F

2 . 817
-1,000
2,000
19
3,836

1,805
0
1,000
13
2,817

1,796
0
0
9
1,805

1,787
0

1,778
0
o
9
1,787

9
1,796

2R6 e01/17557
Paul 6, dee- SteveAcd, 9070,41.7

Assets
Current NC
Deposit NC
Digest float
Cash
USDollars NC+cash

Total

Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
Note 4
Note 5
Note 6
Note 7

1,073
3,836
500
0
0
5,409

Inc.Summer Social Proceeds
Badges, Rubber Stamps etc.
Includes Summer Social Costs
DxPedition Contribs. See analysis
Uncleared cheques Nos 379/380
Closure of US Dollar NC
Bank charges

2,669
2,817
500
31
358
6,375

3,266
1,805
0
-8
440
5,503

1,541
1,787
0
0
0
3,327

2,514
1,796
0
23
130
4,463

Well hello and welcome to this month 's
column ...clear the decks and on with the
show...

CDXC RSGB GMDX TOTAL
100
250
100
200
250
200
200
100
200
200

0
250
0
200
250
0
200
100
200
300

0
200
0
0
0
0
150
0
0
0

100
700
100
400
500
200
550
200
400
500

400
250

400
200

0
0

800
450

100
250

100
250

0
0

200
500

2,800

2,450

350

5,600

9G5MD Abokwa Island
A52A - Bhutan
4W6E8 - East Timor
A52JS - Bhutan
KH5K - Kingman Reef
A52FH Bhutan
CEOXT - San Ambrosia
J5X/J5Z - Guinea Bissau
FOOWEG - Australs
ZD7K/ZD8K St Helena &
Ascension
D68C Comoros
PWOS - St Peter & Paul
Rocks
HK3JJH/HKOM Malpelo
3D2CI Conway Reef

This financial statement covers the period 31-3-00 to 1.4-2001. Statement prepared 13 May 2001.

B.D.Cooper G4RK0 Treasurer CDXC
In my opinion this Financial Statement is consistent with the accounts of CDXC for the
financial year ended 31-3-2001.
J. Linford G3WGV Elected Auditor
CDXC

Your input required!
Phil G4OBK has kindly volunteered to put together an article about computers (CPU, monitor,
etc.) from an EMC perspective. If you have any experiences of equipment which is good or bad
from an EMC point of view (i.e. is it usable/unusable in your shack), please send details to Phil
by the end of September, so that he can do the necessary analysis and write it up in time for the
next Digest: phil.catteralla,ntlworld.com
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Why Don't You try...
The Scandinavian Activity Contest
(SAC), by Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG

Although I haven't been able to take part for
a number of years, the Scandinavian
Activity Contest (SAC) is one of my
favourite events.
Unfortunately for us in the UK, the SSB
section takes place over the same weekend
as the Leicester amateur radio show, making
it impossible to take part in the contest if
you are involved in any way with the show.
(If all you want to do is visit the show,
though, you can go on the Friday, leaving
the weekend free for the contest!)
In this contest, the various DXCC entities
within Scandinavia - Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Greenland, the
Faeroe Islands, the Aland Islands, Market
Reef, Svalbard and Jan Mayen - work the
rest of the world.
The multipliers for those of us outside
Scandinavia are the call districts within each
Scandinavian DXCC entity (regardless of
prefix) on each band. For example, an SM5,
SK5 and SL5 all count as the same
multiplier, but an OHO and an OJO are two
different multipliers. Of the Scandinavian
countries, only Finland, Sweden and Iceland
have proper call districts, with the digit in
the callsign indicating the geographical
location of the station (e.g. OH2 is the
Helsinki area, SMO the Stockholm area). For
the purposes of SAC, though, the digit in the
prefix represents the multiplier, even in

Norway and Denmark, where, for example,
an LA I and an LA2 may be living next door
to each other.
I have been fortunate enough to take part in
SAC from both sides — from Sweden and
from England. Within Scandinavia, there is
tremendous competition both for individual
success and for your country, the scores of
the entrants from each country being
summed for the national championship.
Here, the Finns usually win, much to the
Swedes' chagrin, Sweden being the most
populous country within Scandinavia. I am
proud, however, to have helped to set the
SAC SSB multi-multi record from SK5EU
in the early 1980s, a record which stood for
many years (it may still be the record, I'm
not sure). I was the main 80m operator and
still remember the 'best DX' QSO on 80m:
being called by KH6CC for a super grey-line
QSO.
One of the reasons I like this contest so
much is that it attracts tremendous support
from within Scandinavia. This means that,
for those of us outside the region, there are
plenty of stations to work, and interesting
multipliers to try to ferret out. For DXers, if
you are chasing 5BDXCC, there is no better
opportunity than the SAC weekends to find
a JX on 80m or an OX on 10m. Because of
the Scandinavian national championship
aspect of the events, even those with very
modest stations are encouraged to get on the
bands and, what's more, to submit their logs,
so as to boost their own country's overall
score. The effect of this is that, in a contest
similar in format to the RSGB 21/28MHz
contests (i.e., where a specific part of world
works the rest of the world - albeit in this
case on all bands 80 - 10m) there is
tremendous activity, with literally hundreds
of Scandinavian stations submitting their
logs. It also gives contesters outside the

.5704 7252a5
Ed 7teadez, ERS 32525
Both Simon RS177448 and I managed to get
to the AGM and Summer Social this year
(with Clare RS102891 who is not yet a
CDXC SWL). We were the only SWLs
amongst 70+ licensed members. At the
AGM, we found ourselves collecting
certificates for 1st and 2nd places in this
year's Penallt LF Bands Challenge. This
challenge was opened up to SWLs for the
first time this year. I hope that there are
more entries for the January 2002 event. The
winning score this year was 126 different
countries on the low bands in January. That
is a reasonable target for 2002. Why not
have a go to make for some healthy
competition amongst SWL members.
After the formal proceedings we ate, drank
and had "eyeball" QSOs with some of the
country's leading DXers and contesters: and
even the sun shone! Much interesting
discussion ensued. We talked about the
details that should be shown when QSLing
an SWL report (yes, do include the station
being worked); the type of antennas that
SWLs use for DXing on the low bands; a
discussion with Nobby GOVJG to plan
GB2FB (activated by Cray Valley RS on
15th/16th September for the British
Wireless Society for the Blind), and, after all
this time, even mention of M2000A!
The most disturbing discussion, however,
was between several Award and QSL
Managers concerned at the growing
incidence of SWLs who appeared to be
claiming Awards or QSL cards even though
it would appear that they clearly had not
heard some of the stations they had claimed
to have heard. I have long been offering
hints and tips aimed at trying to improve
SWLs QSL returns, but perhaps the SWLs
in question have not read my columns in
Radio Communication for the last 30 years!

I do hope that no CDXC SWLs find it
necessary to employ these extremely
dubious tactics when QSLing or claiming
awards.
The highlight of the day was left until the
end of the day when we travelled back to
London on the train with Victor UT8LL and
his wife, Tatiana. Victor was one of the
successful D68C team and had operated
from some rare IOTA islands in the past. I
found that Victor shared the same interest —
airliners - as Simon. They spent the journey
spotting planes and talking about planes,
and before he returned to the Ukraine Victor
was kind enough to send Simon some
Antanov airline badges. Simon can't wait to
meet Victor again!
As we now have 9 or 10 SWLs in CDXC, it
would be interesting to know how many
DXCC entities each of you have heard and
confirmed. If sufficient interest is shown, I
will run a table in the next issue.
With the CQ Worldwide contests just
around the comer, it is opportune to mention
my SWL Challenges. Rules are in Radio
Communication.
With all direct QSLs for SWL reports to
D68C completed, listeners may be interested
to know that I have so far replied to almost
500 SWL reports. No bureau cards have
been received as I write this. I wonder just
how many more SWL reports there will be!
D68C broke many records. It looks as
though it will break another — the most SWL
reports received for any DXpedition. So far,
the most reports have been for 28MHz SSB
(62), with 21MHz SSB next (58). WARC
band reports are quite high — 24MHz (40)
and 18MHz (39).

POSTBAG
more good than on Heard Island or
Clipperton where the only impact on the
'locals' is disturbing the seals and crabs. 73.

From Roger, G3SXW: Dear Don, At the
CDXC AGM Victor, G3JNB, raised an

interesting point for discussion. He
suggested that DXpeditions might contribute
in a charitable way to the communities that
they visit rather than just aiming for record
QSO-numbers and self-gratification.
(Apologies for the rather bleak summary). In
reply D68C members described some of the
good works done on Comoros, items that
were previously unknown to the rest of the
world.
There is PR benefit to be gained for the
hobby (so long as it is done in the right,
gentle way) but even that is perhaps
secondary to really doing some good-works,
for their own sake. I would like to
recommend that we extend Victor's
thinking. On the ground we have particular
skills - logistics and communications. Surely
we could try to help by offering those skills
and at the same time putting out the right
message about amateur radio.
There are plenty of countries that are rare
enough for pile-ups but where a small
amateur radio nucleus (a club) exists. Maybe
we should add to our DXpedition targetcountry selection 'helping local hams'. To
quote from personal experience; Nepal,
Ghana and Ivory Coast are cases in point
where the local hams are desperately in need
of help. There are, for example, over 100
licensees in Ivory Coast but only a halfdozen have rigs. Maybe CDXC could adopt
such a country. We could do much to
progress the good of ham radio around the
world and the prospects of some individuals
and we could experience much fulfilment in
the process.
The ZAIA and A52A DXpeditions come
particularly to mind. Amateur radio was
materially promoted for the good of all (not
just DXCC-chasers), individuals benefited
and the cause of amateur radio and DXing
was furthered. There are many semi-rare
DXCC countries where we could do a lot

(PS: ZL7/G3TXF, Nigel, and ZL7/G3SXW,
Roger, expect to be active from Chatham
Islands, CW only, September 13-23rd
inclusive. Check 3503, 7003, 10103, 14023,
18073, 21023, 24893, 28023, listening up I3kHz. We will use two TS570's and
amplifiers with three verticals. QSL via
home-call, direct or bureau. Bureau replies
can be requested from:
G3TXF(compuserve.com
G3SXWAcomouserve.com

Further details and propagation predictions
may be found at: http://
www.G3TXF.com/dxtrip/ZL7 G3TXF/ZL7

.htm)
From Rob, GM3YTS: Just to let you know
The GMDX Group have launched an
official web site from Friday 10 August. The
address is www.grndx.org.uk Please visit it
and let us have your comments and positive
suggestions in the guestbook. Those who
have web pages please create a link to our
web site. Thanks, 73 Rob GM3YTS
From Peter, G3VPS: Dear Don

The nasty side of Amateur Radio.
The greedy, selfish, impatient, power mad,
black box operator, who is nosy and anti
social.
Greedy - Wants to have worked everything
Impatient - To have done it yesterday.
Selfish - Before everybody else. Sought after
station to respond to him first.
Power mad - Run the full legal limit, with
suitable antenna at any height felt necessary.
Black box operator - Wants the best
available.
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Nosy - As a big gun/little pistol/little big
gun/ big little pistol - whatever. Would love
to look at everything at a person's station.
No matter how small. Might learn
something, which can be used at his own
station. Thus improving his chances of
working everything before everybody else
etc etc.

have dared not work him first.
I G3VPS freely admit to having the above
thoughts and feelings. 0 1 also admit to
being a contest mad, rag chewing, boring
old fashioned, out of date G3 who loves his
cw. The pigeons and flags how gone and
been replaced by a computer.

But by golly I do enjoy my hobby and just to
show I have a decent side. I say many thanks

Anti social - Attends HF/VHF/UHF
conventions and rallies. But very rarely
dinners and social gatherings. Attends
conventions etc so as to hear about and
appreciate all the hard work that has gone
into providing that new country, square or
whatever. Also sus out operator who may

to all those DXpeditions, people,
organisations etc that I have had the pleasure
of working and in some cases meeting in
person. In particular Al G3MOJ who
introduced me to the hobby.

NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed.)
ARRL Petitions for new 60m Amateur
Band

before the new band actually becomes
available.

A petition filed by the ARRL could result in
a new high-frequency band for US amateurs.
The ARRL has asked the FCC to allocate
5.250 to 5.400MHz to the Amateur Service
on a domestic (US-only), secondary basis.

As proposed by the ARRL, amateurs
General class and higher would be permitted
to operate phone, CW, data, image and
RTTY on the new band running maximum
authorised power. No mode-specific subbands were proposed.

The League told the FCC that the new 60meter band would aid emergency
communication activities by filling a
"propagation gap" between 80 and 40
meters. "There are times on certain paths
when a frequency in the 80-meter band is
too low, and a frequency in the 40-meter
band is too high for reliable ionospheric
propagation," the ARRL said in its petition.
The ARRL said the propagation gap can
hamper communication between the US and
the Caribbean during severe weather
emergencies.

The ARRL said a new 150-kHz allocation at
5MHz also could relieve substantial
overcrowding that periodically occurs on 80
and 40. If the new band is approved, hams
would have to avoid interfering with--and
accept interference from--current occupants
of the spectrum, as they already do on 30m.
The band 5.250 to 5.450MHz now is
allocated to Fixed and Mobile services on a
co-primary basis in all three ITU regions.
The ARRL's petition cites the success of the
Leagues WA2XSY experimental operation
in the 60-meter band, carried out since 1999,
which confirmed its communication
reliability.

The ARRL Board of Directors approved the
proposal at its July 20-21 meeting. The FCC
has not yet invited public comments on the
petition. Even if the petition finds favour
with the FCC, it's likely to be several years

Book Review

-

DX Reference Guide

Rod Dinkins, AC6V (Published by AC6V Publications, 2001, $19.95 plus
shipping) - Reviewed by John Butcher, G3LAS
Many people will know of Rod by having
accessed his web site, ac6v.com , which is an
enormously comprehensive source of
information and links for the radio amateur.
He has now taken this a stage further by
publishing the DX Reference Guide, which
is "just what it says on the tin" - a
compilation of data, advice, information,
comment and references, covering just about
any topic which the average, or even nonaverage, DXer might wish to know.

description of the content without selling it
short in some way or other. Suffice to say, it
includes explanations of our
incomprehensible (to some) language and
also touches on some quite esoteric
propagation theory, albeit fleetingly. Topics
which are given a bare mention are usually
reinforced by copious references to literature
or internet sources, or both. Between these
extremes you will find information on
equipment, signal processing techniques,
measurements, antennas, operating aids,
software, awards, QSLing, contesting,
improving your CW technique etc. etc.
There is also a lot of good advice on
operating and associated etiquette,
especially etiquette! Rod does not like
people who transmit on a DX station's
frequency - but then, who does?

It is comprehensive to say the least. In fact, I
could not think of a single likely topic which
is not to be found somewhere in its 160
pages and 14 appendices - and I did try. The
nearest I came was the discovery that it
almost doesn't mention US county chasing,
other than to express some incredulity that
anyone might wish to do it.

In a book such as this, which addresses a
very wide spectrum of readers, you will find
quite a lot of repetition. This may be
annoying to those who read serially from
cover to cover. However, as a reference
source, it helps to ensure that the key words
of wisdom will get through, whichever
chapter is dipped into.

The author describes the book as being
aimed at beginners, and indeed, beginners
might well find it indispensable. However, I
am sure that many hardened DX operators
also would have to admit that it is worth a
place on their bookshelves or operating
tables. After all, have you never been asked
a question by a novice which you didn't
know the answer to?

I think you will have to make up your own
mind about how much of the book is
relevant and interesting to you. Of course,
you may have bought it by then, but $19.95
is only about six or seven pints of beer and
you could always give it to someone else for
Christmas or even donate it to your local
library in lieu of fines. It is not a highly
polished, professional publication.
However, in its 226 spiral bound, 8" x 11"
pages, there is a wealth of information and
quite a lot of entertaining reading - even
some poetry would you believe! Check it
out on www.ac6v.com , where you will find
a complete list of subject headings, sample
pages and "unsolicited" testimonials.

The book is aimed, unequivocally and
presumably intentionally, at the US market.
In fact, some people in the UK might find
the unrelenting American idiom and jargon
a touch irritating at times. Therefore, a
percentage of the content may be considered
irrelevant to non-US readers. Nevertheless,
the coverage is such that this percentage will
probably be genuinely small. In any case, it
does give an insight into the environment
within which the members of that vast army
of US amateurs pursue their hobby - even
down to their postal regulations.
It is nigh-on impossible to attempt a brief

"An amateur allocation in this band would
improve the Amateur Service's already
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approach was particularly effective. We
published an article entitled "How to work
D68C" in the "Down to Earth" (beginners)
section of RadCom, the RSGB house
magazine, This set out the times and
frequencies to work D68C, details as how to
work split frequency and even described a
suitable wire antenna, the sloper. The
outcome was that we worked 3,452 different
UK stations from D68C; this compared with
the 1,000 or so that we worked from the
Spratlys as 9MOC in 1998, our first major
DXpedition. This was a far higher figure
than we had anticipated — we had no idea
that there were that number of UK stations
with the capability of working DX on the
HF bands. The RadCom article also
appeared on our web pages and may have
encouraged many others to "have a go".
The graph shows how the number of
uniques grew during the DXpedition and
this provides a valuable insight. As would
be anticipated, the number of uniques falls
rapidly in the initial days of the DXpedition
as top DXers collect band-slots. However, it
can be seen that the trend levels out at
80,000 QS0s and remains level to the end
of the DXpedition. This means that for
every 1,000 QS0s made after the 80,000
mark 200 were with new stations
("uniques").
It is most interesting that this 20% uniques
figure does not tail off. It is my personal
view that if we had stayed on the Comoros
for another week then we would have made
around 30,000 more contacts but that the
percentage of uniques would have started to
tail off. I estimate we could have worked
around another 4,500 uniques giving around
50,000 altogether.
The main focus of the D68C DXpedition
was Europe and North America with most
excellent propagation to both these areas at

the peak of the sunspot cycle. But did we
miss many DXers in the Far East,
particularly in Japan?
Our 9MOC Spratly DXpedition in February
1998 took place when sunspot conditions
were beginning to improve with an SFI of
around 100. 10m and 12m were largely
closed to Europe and North America and
inevitably, given the short distance between
Japan and the Spratlys, there were very large
numbers of JAs in the log.
Given the bias therefore of 9MOC towards
Asia and of D68C towards Europe and
North America we decided to merge the two
logs. This produced a log of 234,256
contacts with 56,373 uniques, an increase on
the D68C total of around 11,000 uniques.
As on the Comoros, the pile ups on the
Spratlys were there at the end so there may
have been more uniques to be worked in
Asia possibly of the order of 2,000 to 3,000.
So where does that leave us?
The combined log produced 56,373 uniques:
there may be another 4,500 in Europe and
North America and another say, 2,500 in
Japan giving a grand total of say 63,373. My
view is that there may be around 65,000
DXers in the world. There will of course be
a few who did not work either station: to
compensate this, there are sure to be some
busted calls in the logs.
This is very much a personal opinion but
provides much food for thought. It is
certainly a much larger figure than those
estimated previously. My thanks to John
G3WGV, for preparing the analyses.
(This article was published in the
September/ October 2001 edition of The DX
Magazine alongside G4JVG's article on the
D68C DXpedition as first published in
RadCom.)

Ian Capon, GOKRL will take over from Jim
and be responsible for checking cards for all
ENGLISH stations. Rob Ferguson,
GM3YTS continues as checker for other UK
stations.
Please note that Jim will complete any
"work in progress" but new applications
should be sent to GOKRL with immediate
effect.
Full information on the UK DXCC Field
checking process can be found at
www.g3wkl.freeserve.co.uk/awards/DXCC_
checking.htm, or by following the links
from the RSGB HF Committee web pages.

exemplary record of providing emergency
communications during natural disasters
when even modern communications systems
typically fail," the ARRL concluded.
A copy of the ARRL petition is available on
the ARRL Web site,
http://www.arrl.orWannounce/regulatorv/5M

Hz
160m Band Plan

The ARRL Board also adopted a revised
band plan for 160m based on a proposal
from the ad hoc 160m Band Plan
Committee. Among other details, the plan
adopted sets aside a segment for digital
modes from 1.800 to 1.810MHz, maintains
CW operation for the entire 1.8 to 2.0MHz
band, recommends a lower limit of 1.843 for
SSB operation, and offers QRP CW and
SSB calling frequencies at 1.810 and
1.910MHz. Gone is the 1.830 to 1.850MHz
"DX window." The committee
recommended that contest sponsors
"consider the use of DX windows as
necessary." The plan accommodates
established AM calling frequencies on 160.

QRP DXCC

The ARRL Board has approved a new QRP
DXCC award. Applications likely will be
accepted starting early next year. No QSL
cards would be required, and there would be
no time limits or endorsements.
DXCC Award Tracking

Back in 1998 I searched the Web trying to
find suitable software for keeping track of
ARRL DXCC awards. A few were there, but
none that were stand-alone or did the job the
way I thought it should be done, so I wrote
my own. That was an MS-DOS program
that became quite popular. Many topbanders
that use the program requested that I write a
Windows-based version of the program.
Well, I finally completed that task.
it's a relational database that covers not only
160-meters, but every DXCC award offered
by the ARRL. It's in spreadsheet format and
at a glance you can see what your Entity
total is on any mode or band. It has many
printout options, including a "need" list of
Entities for any of the DXCC awards.
It also includes a method to keep track of
those un-received QSL cards from new
Entities you've worked.
Easy and a pleasure to use, the database
includes all 334 current and 58 deleted
Entities as presently defined by the ARRL.

DXCC approves operations for credit

The TSAR operation from Somalia, and the
3XY1B0, 3XY7A, and 3XY03A operations
from Guinea have been approved for DXCC
credit. Operators whose previous submittals
for any of these operations were rejected
may contact DXCC to update their records
without having to re-submit the cards.-DXCC Desk
DXCC Field Checking — UK Update

The following is a short update to the
DXCC Field checking process in the UK.
Jim Kellaway, G3RTE is retiring as a
DXCC Field checker after over 5 years of
service. Jim was one of the first DXCC
checkers approved outside of the US and
has checked several hundred applications
since his appointment.
On behalf of all UK DXers we would like
thank Jim for his dedication and hard work,
and wish him much DX on the bands!

Anyone who wants a copy, e-mail your
request direct to me at k6seiuno.com and
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I'll send the program to you as an attached
file.

November 2001. The Pitcairn ARA is
organising a DXpedition to Ducie Island
(OC-182) and operations are expected to
start 0000 UTC on November 16. Plans call
for three stations operating 24 hours a day.

73, de Earl, K6SE
Ducie island
From N4MM: Ducie Island very well may
be the next new DXCC entity to be added to
the DXCC List. It is part of the Pitcairn
Island Group. The Pitcairn Island Amateur
Radio Association has applied to the IARU
for membership.

The operating team includes Tom Christian,
VP6TC, VP6DB, JAIBIC/VP6BK,
JA1SLSNP6BB, JF HST and three other
operators. QSL is via VE3HO. More info on
this DXpedition in due course".
(Note: The author is a Vice President of the
ARRL and a long time renowned DXer.
Thanks for the update and heads-up John.)

Region 3, IARU has received the application
and found it to be in order and has approved
it and has forwarded it to the International
Secretariat of the IARU for voting on by the
other Amateur Radio Societies.

73 Murray Green, K3BEQ
160m Web Site
Just an FYI I have added new links, a new
domain name and web server to my KN4LF
160 Meter Amateur Radio Resources And
More site. The new domain name is
http://www.kn4lf.com . If anyone knows of
other 160 meter related website links, let me
know the URL via email and I'll add them to
the site. Also I placed a voting poll at the
top of the site, concerning the CW/SSB sub
band idea being kicked around by the
ARRL. I will submit the results to the
ARRL and FCC. One last thing, I've also
been wanting to add photographs of 160m
operators, so if you have digital photos send
them my way via attachment.

The process takes 5 months and the closing
date for voting is November 15, 2001. If
50% or more of the other member societies
approve the admission of the Pitcairn ARA,
it will become a member of the IARU. Once
an application reaches the final voting state
as it is now, it is almost assured to be voted
in as a member society.
How is this related to DXCC? When the
Pitcairn ARA becomes a member society of
the IARU, it becomes a Political Entity as
per DXCC rules.
This will not change Pitcaim's status as a
DXCC entity, it is already on the DXCC
List but due to the fact it moves from one
criteria area to another changes the distance
that is required for other islands to be
considered. In this case it is Ducie Island
which is over 350km from Henderson
Island, the nearest land in the DXCC entity
of Pitcairn. There appears to be no other
land in-between Henderson and Ducie,
however the DXAC will be asked to review
all maps to be sure that this is so.

73, Thomas Giella, KN4LF

GIDA1.1 Station

hardly a word missed on the screen.

Towards the end of 1999, 1 was spending
more time on the PC and the internet and
stumbled across something called PSK31.
This looked quite interesting and I
mentioned it to Gordon (G4TZX) who
promptly made up a couple of leads to
connect his PC to his radio. Seeing it in
action in his shack, I thought it looked very
promising and he soon made up a couple of
leads for me (well, it did seem like a good
idea, after all)! I was hooked. I had my first
PSK31 contact at the beginning of February
2000 and have operated on that mode for
99% of the time ever since. Being able to
work DX on 25 watts was a whole new
world for a 'little pistol' like me. I have
worked more JAs and VKs in the last 12
months than all the previous 18 years! New
countries have included XQ5, D68, KHO,
PZ5, FR5, BX4, BD8, DU3, TZ6, YB5,
HL I , VU3, ZD7 etc. and the total countries
to date on PSK3 I is 107 with 59 confirmed.

"So that's the story from this end" as they
say, and I would think that probably a lot of
amateurs could relate to my operating, apart
from the railway antenna perhaps!
Regarding PSK31, I use the latest Digipan
program which I think is very good and it
also includes a basic logging facility. I have
also tried most of the other programs
including Hamscope, Zakanaka, Stream and
MixW. They all perform very well and if
any of you are interested I can definitely
recommend them. Give it a go - if I can do it
so can you! I have also tried MFSK16,
another digital mode, but prefer PSK31.
Most PSK31 activity is found on or around
14.070, 21.070 and 28.120. As well as using
the logging facility in Digipan, I also use
Xmlog - perhaps not as comprehensive as
some - but it's free and does all I require! I
have also had a couple of attempts at RTTY
but that mode seems too much contest
orientated for my liking.

Regarding confirmation, I like receiving
QSL cards whether it be exotic DX or the
humble UA3, and have recently joined
eQSL.cc , an internet system. Whilst I am
aware that some organisations will not
accept them for award purposes, they put the
icing on the cake as far as I am concerned
and I am quite happy to put them in my
albums. Again with PSK31, most QSOs are
5 minutes plus, not the 59 QRZ type that
you hear so frequently these days. Just this
week, I had a 25 min QSO with a VK3 with

I am still involved with model engineering
and miniature railways, I run a coal-fired 5"
gauge 'H'class 0-4-4T loco when I have the
time - our website is www.rmmes.co.uk
which I try and update once a week. I still
fly radio-controlled model aircraft
occasionally - mainly electric these days and
also gliders up to 10ft. wingspan. And of
course I enjoy the radio even more now,
thanks to PSK31.

This could make some folk a bit envious:
http:fiwww.mscomputer.com/giOaij/default.
htm
Propagation
The third in my series of handouts titled
"The Ionosphere - Quiet Sun" is available
for download at www.AdventureRadio.org

If there is no intervening land and the
distance is confirmed to be over 350km and
the IARU vote is yes, Ducie Island will
become a new DXCC Entity on November
16, 2001 at 0000 UTC.

73, Richard G3CWI

CQ Amateur Radio Hall of Fame
(Dayton, Ohio - May 18, 2001)

Needless to say that plans are in the works
for a DXpedition to Ducie Island in

CQ Amateur Radio magazine announced the
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Just how many DXers are there in the world?
Neville Cheadle G3NUG
out of a total of 168,722 QSOs. The
previous record was by the 4J 1 FS team
(36,109 QSOs). We had a large team of 26
operators, we were on the air for almost
three weeks, we had excellent antennas and
radios and we ran an extensive marketing
campaign beforehand.

Following our record breaking D68C
DXpedition, many have been asking "Just
how many DXers are there in the world"?
The answer is, of course, not only of interest
to DXers and DXpeditioners but also to the
manufacturers, distributors and retailers of
amateur radio equipment.

Since D68C was a British-lead DXpedition
we wanted to try and stimulate some real
interest in DXing within the UK. One

In the case of the February 2001 D68C
DXpedition, we worked 45,315 unique calls

S3

AL7Q, VP8CDR and P29NSF, although I
never did receive a card for that one. I have
never been that much interested in contests
but join in from time to time to try and work
a new one etc. and also give a few points
away. I tended to spend more time in the
10/10 contest and also the American county
contest to try and increase the score. Due to
work and family commitments, activity
declined in the early 1990s and looking back
through my logs I see I only worked four
stations in the whole of 1993! Also I had let
the CW slip and by now all my operating
was on SSB.
I took early retirement in September 1993
after working for 30 years for the
Prudential' and started to find more time
again to 'play radio'. I had noticed that quite
a few stations were giving an IOTA number
and again, it seemed a good idea to collect
the islands and, going back over my log
books, soon had well over 100 on the list.
However, the QSL cards were a different
matter - less than 50% confirmed - so I
started working the unconfirmed ones a
second time if I heard them to try and
improve the rate.
With around 200 countries worked, I had
now got to the stage that a better antenna
system was needed if any new ones were
going to be added. Although I have plenty of
room where the railway track is at the
bottom of the garden, I couldn't really utilise
that space (although my long wire is about
150ft. long and extends over the train field),
and my own garden is on the small side. I
put up a 15m dipole and that certainly
improved things on that band. As 10 metres
has always been my favourite band, in 1999
I put up the small Cushcraft 3-el 10m Yagi
and that made a hell of a difference. Soon, I
had enough IOTA cards and claims were put
in for a couple of awards. By this time I had
become 'computerised' but I found the recent
changes to the IOTA system quite
confusing. Just recently I installed the small
Cushcraft MA5B and, whilst I appreciate it
cannot compete with larger arrays, again I
am happy with the results.

getting the 13' licence I started learning the
Morse code and successfully passed the test
at Broadstairs the following Spring.
I obtained my G4 call in April 1983 and my
first HF contact was with EI6DI,
surprisingly on 20m. Like most newly
licensed hams, I quickly worked most of the
European countries and towards the end of
1983, I called into a net on 40m and
discovered the Worked All Britain group.
This seemed a good idea at the time and
soon acquired a book and began collecting
the squares on 40 and 80m and spent most
of my operating time on the WAB net
frequencies. I was also determined not to
give up on the CW and worked a lot of
Americans on the 10 and 15m novice bands.
Messing about with wire antennas in 1986,1
decided one day to connect a wire to the
railway track to see how it would perform
(there was no one running at the time I
hasten to add)! The steel track is on concrete
beams about 20" off the ground and at that
time was about 50011 in circumference. I
switched on and joined the WAB net on
80m. There was absolutely no noise at all
(which made a change for that band), and
signals were down as well but perfectly
readable. I obtained a few reports around the
country and then explained about the
railway antenna. Unfortunately, no one
believed me and then I realised it was 1st
April!
I was on 10m. working the States one day
when the guy the other end asked me for a
ten-ten number? I didn't have any idea what
he was talking about, but he explained and
again, it seemed like a good idea and I soon
become a member with #38334. When the
first batch of QSL cards came through, I
noticed that most of the 'W' cards had their
county on them so that started me off
collecting the counties (well it seemed like a
good idea). With the odd DX station now
and then, this was my pattern of operating
for the next few years.
Amongst the DX I managed to work in
those early years were VKOGC on 40m.,
52

5. Collins, Art 9CXX/WOCXX - Founder,
Collins Radio Co.; set the standard for
amateur radio equipment in the 1950s,
60s and 70s.
6. Cowan, Sanford - Founding publisher,
CQ magazine.
7. DeForrest, Lee - Invented the vacuum
tube, basis for the growth of electronics
and radio communication.
8. DeSoto, Clinton W I CBD- QST Editor,
originated DXCC, credited with keeping
ARRL alive during World War II, when
amateur radio was shut down.
9. Ferrell, Oliver P. "Perry" - Propagation
expert, CQ editor and propagation
columnist, founding editor of Popular
Electronics; introduced propagation
science to amateur radio.
10.Fisk, Jim W I HR/W1DTY- Founding
editor, ham radio magazine; set new
standard for amateur radio technical
publications.
1 1. Gandhi, Rajiv VU2RG - Prime Minister
of India.
12.Garriott, Owen W5LFL - Astronaut, first
ham to operate from space.
13.Godfrey, Arthur K4LIB - Entertainer,
TV host
14.Goldwater, Barry K7UGA - U.S.
Senator, 1964 Republican Presidential
Candidate; amateur radio's leading
proponent in Washington.
15.Gonsett, Faust W6VR - Amateur radio
author and technician, founder, Gonset
Co.; brought affordable VHF equipment
to amateur market.
16.Green, Wayne W2NSD - Founding
editor/publisher, 73 magazine; former
CQ editor/columnist; published Byte,
the first consumer computer magazine.
17.Gross, Al W8PAL - Invented handheld
(walkie-talkie),
radio
transceiver
telephone pager and cordless telephone.
18.Hertz, Heinrich - Set the stage for radio

inaugural group of 50 inductees into the CQ
Amateur Radio Hall of Fame. The Amateur
Radio Hall of Fame was established in
January, 2001, to recognise those
individuals, whether licensed radio amateurs
or not, who significantly affected the course
of amateur radio; and radio amateurs who,
in the course of their professional lives, had
a significant impact on their professions or
on world affairs.
Over 100 names were placed in nomination,
and 50 were selected for the inaugural
"class." Their names are listed below, in
alphabetical order (Note: Amateur radio
callsigns listed are those used by members
while licensed/active. Under the FCC's
Vanity Call Sign Program, some of these
callsigns may have been reissued to other
people.).
CQ's Amateur Radio Hall of Fame joins two
other halls of fame administered by the
magazine: the CQ Contest Hall of Fame,
honouring outstanding participants in on-air
competition among amateur radio operators;
and the CQ DX Hall of Fame, honouring
those who have excelled in the art of
contacting people in faraway places and in
promoting the art of DXing among their
fellow ham operators.
2001 Inductees, CQ Amateur Radio Hall of
Fame
1. Armstrong, Edwin Howard -- Laid the
groundwork for modern radio through
such inventions as the regenerative
receiver, the superheterodyne receiver
and frequency modulation (FM).
2. Bardeen, John - Co-inventor of the
transistor, the basis of all modem
electronics.
3. Brattain, Walter - Co-inventor of the
transistor.
4. Clark, Tom W3IWI - Leading authority
on Very Long Baseline Interferometry;
amateur satellite pioneer, president of
AMSAT,
digital communications
pioneer.
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by proving that electricity can travel in
waves and developing the concepts of
frequency and wavelength. The Hertz is
the international unit of frequency.

CBS News
31. Marconi, Guglielmo - Developed radio
into viable communications medium;
experimented with short waves, UHF
and microwaves before most people
knew they existed.

19.Hoover , Herbert Jr. W6ZH - U.S.
Under-Secretary of State; ARRL
President

32. Maxim, Hiram Percy, W1AW - Cofounder, ARRL, founding editor, QST

20. Hussein Ibn Talal, JY1 - King of Jordan

22. Juan Carlos de Bourbon EAOJC - King
of Spain

35. Orr, Bill W6SA1 - Prolific amateur radio
author, historian, CQ and Ham Radio
columnist, amateur satellite pioneer,
editor of Radio Handbook.

34. Morse, Samuel F.B. - Developed the
telegraph, the first viable electronic
communication system.

23. Jue, Martin K5FLU - Founder and
President, MFJ Enterprises; changed the
way amateurs buy station accessories.

36. Potts, John - Founding editor, CQ
magazine.

24. Karn, Phil KA9Q - Developed basis for
wireless Internet communications by
adapting
Internet
communications
protocol (TCP/IP) for radio use;

1992

AA-CW Contest : G3TXF

Five oldest operators worked

JAI AA
JAI AB
JE4JRF
JA3ARM
JR6XIW
UL8LWA
JQ I TAR
RA9CEJ
UD6DFT
BY8AC

Five youngest operators worked

2001
73
66
65
63
62
16
18
18
18
19

HSO/OZIHET
AP2NK
JA6PA
4K6GF
JA3ARM
7M4CLF/6
JA2YKA
JAIYQN
RT9W
E2 IEIC
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33. McCoy, Lew WI ICP - Amateur radio
writer, educated thousands about
preventing TVI

The list of the youngest and oldest operators

cl• r
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21. Jacobs, George W3ASK - Radio
propagation expert, CQ columnist for 50
years, amateur satellite pioneer. HF
broadcast engineering expert, developed
Voice
of America's worldwide
broadcasting system.

worked in each of the two AA-CW Contests
shows not only (a) that the oldest operators
worked are getting older, but also (b) that
the youngest AA-CW participants are
getting older too!

age-profile of Radio Amateurs appears to be
moving forward almost in step with time,
which tends to confirm the 'common
wisdom' that hardly any youngsters are
coming into the hobby.

PS : Oh yes, and by the way, in this year's AA-CW Contest G3TXF was sending 59952.

37. Reber, Grote W9FGZ - "Father" of radio
astronomy
38. Scherer, Bill W2AEF - CQ Technical
Director, developed antennascope and
brought grid dip meter to amateur radio.

25. Kraus, John W8JK - Authority on radio
astronomy, antennas; inventor of W8JK
antenna

39. Senti, Eugene WOROW -- As engineer
for Collins Radio, invented the radio
transceiver (transmitter and receiver in a
single package, with shared circuitry)

26. Krenkel, Ernst RAEM - Polar explorer,
expedition communicator, Russian radio
hero, made first Arctic-Antarctic radio
contact (Note: RAEM was Krenkel's
amateur callsign)

40. Shepherd, Jean K2ORS - Entertainer,
radio host

27. Laine,
Martti
OH2BH
Telecommunications expert, noted
DXer, DXpeditioner, has introduced or
re-introduced amateur radio to several
countries.

41. Shockley, William - Co-inventor of the
transistor.
42. Stoner, Don W6TNS - Amateur radio
writer, CQ columnist, amateur satellite
pioneer.

28. LeKashman, Larry W2IOP/W2AD President of ElectroVoice; manager at
RCA, Lafayette and Bogen; early CQ
editor

43. Sumner, Dave K I ZZ - ARRL Executive
Vice President, noted DXer and
contester; has guided amateur radio
through
several
World
Radio
Conferences.

29. LeMay, Gen. Curtis W6EZV - US Air
Force Chief of Staff, 1968 Candidate for
Vice President of the United States
(American Independent Party).

44. Taylor, Joe KIJT -Physicist, discovered
binary pulsars, for which he won (along
with Russell Hulse, ex-WB2LAV) the

30. Leonard, Bill W2SKE - President of
18

It seemed like a good idea!
John Wimble, G4TGK

In response to Don's pleading for more
articles for the CDXC Digest, this is not a
member profile but more a reflection of my
last nineteen years of Amateur Radio since I
was first licensed in June 1982 as G6JDV. I
might add that 1 am one of the "little pistols"
as described in the recent Digest as I have
never owned an amplifier, my only radio for
HF has been a Trio TS-430S and until
recently my antenna 'farm' consisted of an
end fed long wire!

Gordon (later to become G4TZX) said that
the local CBers were probably to blame. We
duly went along to the local CB meeting and
listening to some of the guys' experiences,
very soon I had a 40-channel rig and a 'twig'
(well it seemed like a good idea).
The novelty of short-range communication
soon wore off but, having acquired a FRG7
receiver, my interest in radio grew. Gordon
and I joined the Dover Radio Club and we
enrolled for Pete (G4EGQ) Pennington's
RAE correspondence course. I studied hard
during the summer of 1981, even taking the
course on holiday with us down to Devon
and Cornwall. We took the exam one wet
and windy evening in December 1981 at the
Royal Marine Barracks at Deal (later to
become devastated by the bomb), but it was
not until three months later that we received
the pass slip and it took another three
months to obtain a licence! Soon after

In the late 1970s, my main interests and
hobbies were model engineering and radiocontrolled model aircraft. I was Secretary
(and still am) of a local Model Engineering
Society with a large multi-gauge track at the
bottom of my garden which was very
convenient for running my coal-fired livesteam locos. Whilst out in the flying field
one day, the question of interference came
up (we were on 27MHz in those days), and
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edge and let the pile-up spread, but
hopefully not too far. For the first time ever,
I found myself taking callers from as high as
5-6 kHz up.
One of those spotlights was OK and OMland. During these 15 metre openings their
signals were significantly louder than the
rest of Europe. I would sometimes work
several OK's in a row. Strange.

uncommon, on HF at least. But then
suddenly no-one is hearing me. What is
happening? I listen to my own frequency
and there are lots of stations calling all over
me. Very odd, and their repeated calls have

nothing to do with the timing of my
transmissions. Ah, sounds like someone
else's pile-up. Sure enough VK9WI is
transmitting two kHz below me. Thanks
very much, fellers. They did this to me three
times in as many days. I go QRT for a
much-needed rest.
And that is where we came in!

Everyone is being well-behaved today and it
would seem that I am being heard as well if
not better than I am hearing. Instances of
police QRM on my frequency seem

Are we getting older? - Analysing the 'age' exchange in two AA-CW
Contests
Nigel Cawthorne G3TXF

evidenced by a differing incoming 'age').
YLs were also eliminated at they only send a
discrete '00'! These adjustments reduced the
'sample' size to 287 different operators
worked in 2001 and to 205 nine years earlier
in 1992.
As the majority of QSOs was with JA
operators (56% in 2001 and 66% in 1992),
the calculation of the average was made for
(a) the entire sample, (b) JAs only and (c)
Non-JAs only.

A unique feature of the annual All-Asia DX
Contest is the exchange. It's the operator's
`age' in years. With so much general
discussion concerning the 'ageing' of the
Amateur Radio population, it seemed like a
good idea to use some AA Contest QSO
exchange data to try to get a broad measure
of the actual ageing rate, based on a small
sample.
In June 2001 G3TXF made 388 QSOs in the
AA-CW Contest; 234 QSOs had been made
in the same event nine years earlier, in 1992.
In order to obtain 'age' data for the total
number of different operators worked in
each contest, QSOs with the same station on
different bands were eliminated (except for
club stations with different operators, as

Surprisingly there wasn't much difference
between the averages of the three groups. In
2001 the JAs (averaging 45.5 years) were
fractionally older than the overall average of
44.9 years.

AA-CW Contest : G3TXF

1992

2001

Number of operators worked

234

388

Average age of all operators

36.2 years

44.9 years

+8.7 years

Average age of JAs only

37.2 years

45.5 years

+8.3 years

Average age of non-JAs

34.3 years

However the main conclusion of this simple
analysis is that the average age of those
doing the AA-CW Contest is increasing

44.0 years

Change

+9.7 years

almost directly proportionally to time; i.e. in
nine years the average age has increased by
8.3 years. Based on this small sample, the
50

Services Manager and LOTW Project
Manager, Wayne Mills, N7NG, said the
ARRL hopes soon to make LOTW software
modules available to vendors for
incorporation into their logging programs.
These modules are being developed as part
of the Trusted QSL open-source project
headed by Darryl Wagoner, WAIGON.
(More information about the Trusted QSL
project can be found at
"sourceforge.net/projects/trustedqs1 ")

Nobel Prize for Physics.

45. Testa, Nikola - Developed alternating
current as means of efficiently
generating and distributing electricity;
also invented HF generators and the
Tesla coil. Is said by some to have
beaten Marconi in the development of
radio itself. The Tesla is the
international unit of magnetic flux.
46. Tuska, Clarence, I AY - Co-founder,
ARRL.
47. Uda, Shintaro - Co-inventor (with
Hidetsugu Yagi) of Yagi-Uda antenna
48. Vail, Alfred - Built Morse's first
telegraph, developed the code that bears
Morse's name.
49. Weil, Danny VP2VB - Popularised
DXpeditioning
50. Yagi, Hidetsugu - Co-inventor (with
Shintaro Uda) of Yagi-Uda antenna

"We have been in touch with 15 or so
developers of popular logging software,"
Mills said. "We're also looking at providing
a basic, do-it-yourself program to get
contact data to ARRL."
At the heart of the Logbook of the World
concept is a huge repository of log data

provided by operators--from individual
DXers and contesters to major DXpeditions-and maintained by ARRL. Mills says the
system will benefit big and little guns alike
by providing quick QSO credit for awards
offered by ARRL, and, it's hoped, for
awards offered by other organisations as
well.

Cluster Spot Analysis

Rod Elliott, VE3IRF has collected the DX
spots from the OH2AQ Web Cluster since
January 1997. The collection (from January
1997 up to June 2001) is available at
http://www.425dxn.org/dxspots/, as well the
software (DXINFO v 1.7) which will enable
you to handle the files (instructions at the
URL above). For further information, please
e-mail Maurizio Bertolino, 11-21171

Once it becomes available--which could be
as early as the middle of next year--Logbook
of the World will accept authenticated data
directly from computerised logs via the
Internet. "This is an e-mail based system
that uses easy-to-obtain digital signatures for
authentication," Mills said. "Once you get
your digital certificate, a few keystrokes will
do the trick."
Mills said the program envisions user access
to the LOTW "confirmed database" so an
operator can see what "matches" turn up-such as confirmation of new DXCC entities,
states or grid squares. "We'll also publish a
list of logs that have been submitted," he

(i121171(a,425dxn.org).
CDXC Convention (the other one!)

This year the annual Clipperton DX Club
Convention will be in Tours, France on 22
September. For further information please
contact F9DK (Jean-Louis Dupoirier, 11 rue
Henri Barbusse, 78114 Magny Les
Hameaux, France).
Logbook of the World

said, adding that operators may access the
LOTW database once they've uploaded their
own log data.

Fast on the heels of approval of the
"Logbook of the World" by the ARRL
Board of Directors, software design to
support the electronic contact-verification
program is continuing apace. ARRL
Membership

Heading up software development is ARRL
Electronic Publications Manager Jon
Bloom, KE3Z, along with Web Applications
Developer, Mark Simcik, WA I VVB.
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known amateur and founding president of
the Turkish Radio Amateur Association
Bahri Kacan, TA2BK. Kacan, of Istanbul,
died unexpectedly July 23. He was believed
to have suffered a heart attack.
Arnold Tamchin, W2HCW, passed away
June 3, 2001. Arnold's wife, Yoshi,
confirms this and that he had been ill for the
last 5-6 years. He started in ham radio as a
teenager and was 83 years old. Despite his
illness, he was still very active working DX
and always had a big signal on all the bands.

Software specifications already have been
established. Advising the project are Darryl
Wagoner, WAIGON, Dick Green, WC I M
and Ted Demopoulos, KR I G. ARRL staffer
and well-known contester and DXer Dave
Patton, NT IN, who conducted the original
electronic QSL project study, is also
assisting.
Mills said that he hopes to be able to
announce a specific inauguration date for
Logbook of the World within a few months,
as the software design progresses.
Leicester Show

The Leicester Amateur Radio Show
Committee is pleased to announce the
Convention programme for the 30th Show
to be held at Donington Park, North-West
Leicestershire near to junction 23a of the
M I motorway on 21st and 22nd September
2001. Further details from Geoff G4AFJ,
g4afj@argonet.co.uk

FOR SALE

Kenwood TL922 HF Linear. Valves
replaced 3/500Z Graphite Oct 1999
(certificates/receipt to show) little use since
as second amp. Manual. Excellent working
order 160 to 10m including WARC. £700.
Kenwood TS570S - USA version of
TS570D with 50 MHz included. As new
condition boxed with manual, little used as
second rig, CW Filter, built in ATU. £700.
Force 12 dual band Nomad Yagi for
12/10m. 7els on 15 foot boom. Erected less
than two years, good order £90.
Kenwood 270 Hz CW Xtal filter YK-88CN1 @ 8830 kHz. For TS9403/930s and other
Kenwood HF rigs. Boxed with info £30.
Exchange/Wanted Yaesu FT847 must be
VGC.
Phil Catterall G4OBK Tel 01751 476380
phil.catterall®ntlworld.com

SILENT KEYS

Sadly, several notable DXers and contesters
have passed away since the last Digest:
Arcady, RK3AZ, reports the passing of
Slava Vasilkov, R1FJL (RX1OX).
Phil Wilder, T320, the only resident ham on
Christmas Island, passed away Wednesday
August 22. Kimo, KH7U, reports that Phil
managed to travel back to Australia where
most of his family is and died there. He had
been undergoing cancer treatment in
Honolulu for sometime. Over the years Phil
helped out many DXpeditions that took
place on Christmas Island. Garry, NI6T,
remembered, "Phil was a small, soft-spoken
man with a flowing white beard. He was
unmistakable in a crowd."
Radio
Amateur
international
The
community is mourning the loss of well-

Phil, G3SWH, still has IRCs and green
stamps for sale. See details in earlier
Digests.

Ramblings from The Sharp End
Roger Western, G3SXW, g3sxw@compuserve.com

we must be in for a big opening today. But
no-one else calls. Then G3SED, a real 569,
very workable, but he gives me only 449.
Then GM3ITN and G4BWP ... and no-one
else. It would seem that not only is the
opening short, about 5-10 minutes, but my
signals are not good in Europe. The HF2V is
a good performer on 40 metres but it is
rather crowded-in by trees and buildings.
After several unanswered CQ EU calls I
rapidly fill the log with W6/7's for a while.
But yet again, as so often, there are
conflicting interests — I know that 20 metres
is opening to Europe.

It's 0300 local time on day seven of the visit
to Wallis Island. Nigel, G3TXF, and I have
been hard at it nearly continuously for a
week, stopping only to sleep and eat. The 15
metre opening to Europe has been good
again tonight and the pile-up is not getting
any smaller. But I am tired.
My eyes are drooping so I send `QRX five
minutes', take off the head-phones (ouch!),
go and wash my face and take a brisk 30second walk around the garden in the
moonlight. My knees are stiff. There's no
head-ache — just a numb feeling. It's all
something of a blur. Thank goodness that
local time is exactly 12 hours ahead of
GMT. That helps to reduce disorientation.
Getting back to the rig I consider the
options: finish the 15 metre opening to
Europe or go to 80 for the JAs? I keep going
on 15 for an hour until the band closes.
Sunrise at my end is at six o'clock and
there's a dead patch between four and five
with little to work. Should I sleep for an
hour and risk missing sunrise? Yes, I lie
down but with the alarm-clock right beside
my ear. I stay on 40 through sunrise,
working across as far as Ukraine and
UA4/6. It's the wrong time of year for
Western Europe on the LF bands. There's
just not enough common darkness.
Then I sleep the sleep of the dead for three
hours, wonderful French-style breakfast and
then work North and South America till
noon. Signals are strong on 15 and pretty
good on ten metres as well. Noon till three
pm signals are weakest so another sleep
period is wise but being sure to be wide
awake for 5pm. If there is any chance of
West Europe on 40 metres it is at my sunset.

The 20 metre Opening

On 14023 a quick di-di-dum-dum-di—di and
Mike, G3SED, chimes in even before I have
given my call. On the ball that fellow! He is
loud — 589 but rather fluttery. The half-hour
opening from 0600 produces strong signals
but only from North and West Europe. It is
very specific, only UK, F, ON, EA, CT1. No
DL and not even PAO. They are loud but not
for long. Signals rapidly fade and I shoot off
for something to eat and then straight to 15
metres where all of Europe is audible.
Signals build quickly and the pile-up again
reaches monster proportions.
Monster Pile Up
-

A really large pile-up occurs when signals
are loud across a wide populated area. Often
on this trip we experienced spotlight
openings: loud signals from a small area.
This makes for easy contacts but small pileups. Seldom is the pile-up ideal — it is either
too large or too small. The ease and pleasure
of a manageable pile-up comes when there
are a dozen or so stations calling at any one
time, all the time — but that's rare. On fifteen
metres on many consecutive nights there
was a seething mass of signals between 1
and 3kHz above my transmit frequency and
in the middle it was just cotton-wool with
only the odd signal standing out above the
rest. The only option is to listen on the upper

40 at Sunset
I start CQing on 7003 at 0515Z, about ten

minutes before my sunset. The W6's are
loud and I work a few but then make a long
`CQ EU'. They are great, all standing by. At
0520 F6ARI calls. He is loud, 579 — wow,
20
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and so we QSYed back into the phone
section and the QRM which slowed our
rates. Perhaps keeping to the niceties of the
band plan is more important than making a
QSO to some. Can I make one plea on
behalf of all DXers. Please do not be a
policeman. No matter what is happening on
the DX frequency, do not add to the QRM
by saying "split" or "up, up, up" — it would
be better just to remain quiet. Sometimes the
QRM from the policemen is worse than the
rest! Anyway, I guess the highs outweigh
the lows. On our return leg we were already
asking "where next?"

8. Go properly equipped for the climate.
9. Seriously consider the implications of
DX stations being able to contact us via
e-mail. The requests for skeds really got
out of hand and could have jeopardised
our operating plan if we had let it.
Even although it was hard work, harder than
I imagined, we all thoroughly enjoyed
ourselves. We would like to thank
everybody who made our trip possible.
Firstly to our friends back home who
couldn't make the trip but who gave
invaluable support — Colin GMORLZ, Jim
GMONAI, Dave GM4EVS (webmaster),
Chris GM3WOJ (our pilot). Secondly to our
sponsors who financially made the trip
viable — WXOB Array Solutions, The
Northern California DX Foundation, The
German DXF, the European DXF, the
Chiltern DX Club, Force 12, Titanex, Linear
Amp UK, Robert Horne Paper (Scotland)
Ltd, The Radio Society of Great Britain and
of course our own DX foundation The GM
DX Group. We also had a few individual
sponsors I would like to personally thank —
GM3THI, G3HCT, MMOBQI, GMOUKZ,
GOSNV. Lastly I'd like to thank our long
suffering wives who gave their blessing to
this venture, without their encouragement
and support it would not have been possible.

Bearing in mind this was the first ever major
DXpedition by a purely Scottish Group
there were lessons to be learned:
1. Most definitely have a plan - written
down so that everybody understands
what he or she is doing.
2. Check and test all equipment before
packing — including laptops, headsets,
keyers, serial cables, patch leads, keying
leads etc etc — everything.
3. Good prior event publicity is also
important — we could feel the buzz down
there.
4.

Involve others in the planning — web site
etc.

5. It would be a good idea for one of the
group to scout ahead and survey the
operating area. (We could not do this
but fortunately the land surrounding our
cottage was flat and beside the sea).

We would also like to acknowledge the very
interesting article by W4RNL whose design
was used to manufacture our 12/17m beam,
and of course WFIB whose RTTY software
is unsurpassed. Ray — you will be sorely
missed.

6. Make friends with the locals.
Local
knowledge is a must and any help with
storage and licensing is invaluable.

Thank you to every body who made our trip
possible.
Whereto next time — I don't know but I can
tell you it will be to a warmer destination, hi
hi.

7. Take every piece of kit you think you
might need with you — don't leave
anything to chance — there is no ham
radio store in the Falklands.

ee
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"AT LAST"

Tom Harrell N4XP & Garry Shapiro HIST
We are told "good things are worth waiting
for." The Kingman Reef DXpedition team
learned just how true this famous saying is!

By late summer we had finalised the
transportation, shipped much equipment to
Hawaii and started to raise funds. We also
completed the team with the addition of
K5AB and VE7CT. We also had a
commitment from KH6ND/KH5 to join us
from Palmyra Atoll.

Plans to activate Kingman Reef came after a
failed attempt to operate from T31 several
years ago. We scanned the map of the
Pacific and quickly chose Kingman Reef as
a replacement. Kingman was number 16
overall and number 3 in Europe, thus a good
choice but not an easy location to reach.
Transportation was by ship, not the easiest
way to get anywhere. That's why it is still
rare, having been on the air only 3 or 4
times. This operation would be different — it
would be larger and fully operational on all
bands 160 through 6m.

During the planning stages we overcame
several obstacles but the worst problem
arose when the week of departure arrived -the Navy rescinded permission to land on
Kingman Reef. WB4JTT met with the
appropriate parties at Pearl Harbor,
addressed their concerns, and the Navy
issued a new permission document. A major
problem was thwarted!

En route

Planning started in earnest almost 11/2 years
before we set foot on the reef that morning
in October. Our original plans called for 16
operators, enough equipment for 6 stations
and a stay of twelve days. Before it was over
we had staged enough equipment to
establish a small city. We would load the
ship eight days prior to our departure from
Hawaii, the ship would sail for Christmas
Island, T32, and meet the team on T32 some
7 days later.

The team, with the exception of
KH6ND/KH5, met in Hawaii where we
began our trip — a 2-hour flight to Christmas
Island. There we would meet our ship, the
Machias, for the remainder of our journey.
Slowed by bad weather, the Machias was
delayed so we took advantage of the time to
work out plans and strategies as a team. We
also made some 1,000 QSOs as T32R.
By the third morning of our stay on
Christmas Island, the Machias had arrived
and we set sail for Palmyra some 400 miles
away. For the most part, the sail to Palmyra
was smooth and a new experience for over
half the team. On several occasions the crew
fished off the stern and caught tuna. Guess
what the evening meal was?

In early 2000, the organisers attempted to
form a team of operators who not only had
experience with DXpeditioning, but who
also had lived under the harsh conditions
that the team would face. As the year moved
on, commitments were received from
WA IS, WB4JTT, KH7U, NH6UY, I8NHJ,
RZ3AA, AA7A, JH7OHF, K4UEE, and
KO4RR who would serve as our medical
doctor. N4BQW, who was involved from
the beginning, was having a problem with a
work commitment and would eventually
drop out. One advantage we had was that
NH6UY had been to Kingman before and
his knowledge would prove valuable.

When we came on deck the next morning,
Palmyra was ahead of us. The approach was
treacherous but we took it very slowly and
made it without incident. Our stay lasted
about 3 hours, giving us just enough time to
"appreciate" dirt and sand! Mike gave us a
tour of the atoll including a visit to the
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wrecked aircraft from an earlier ill-fated
DXpedition. At noon we sailed from
Palmyra with our last team member now on
board. As we began the final leg of our
journey, our destination was only 35 miles
and 10 hours away.
As we went to bed that evening the
anticipation level was building. We knew
that in the morning we would be there.
Arrival

No sooner did the Machias drop anchor at
Kingman Reef than we immediately started
to prepare a Zodiac for the first landing.
Within an hour all team members were
ashore and the Zodiac was ferrying
equipment to the reef. As the generators
came ashore all hands pitched in to muscle
each generator up the slope. After most of
the equipment was unloaded, team members
prepared to start their tasks. But so far, no
one realised what the weather was doing!

"harden" the camp to the point where we
could get in from the weather which we
would soon accept as the "norm" for
Kingman Reef.

on the WARC bands and our statistics show
that we achieved our objectives in that and
in our QSO total. We set out to make 30,000
QSOs and we did.

As the first full day came to an end, all the
generators were ashore and in operation. But
the weather continued to be a major problem
and we were still making efforts to stay dry.
The wind and rain continued with such
intensity it would blow through the corners
of the tents and anything nearby would get
very wet with the framework of the tents
literally being lifted up from the stakes
holding them down. As some team members
tended to life support tasks, the antenna
team worked on the erection of the antennas.
The wind made it difficult but they were
quite successful in putting up almost all of
the antennas.

They also show that we managed an even
spread throughout the bands.

As dark approached we still had not put the
first radio on the air. A meeting was held to
evaluate our operation. By this time we had
lost some 18 hours trying to ensure our
survivability. It was imperative our ability to
protect ourselves be given the highest
priority. After dark several members started
to set up operating positions and by midday
of the second full day, the living facilities
were "hardened" to a point where we felt
secure in their ability to withstand the wind
and the rain. At last we could turn all our
energy to our primary goal — radio!

As the last cases of equipment were brought
to shore, several team members commented
to each other how windy it was getting!
Even though the sky was clear and the sun
was shining, it was really windy. At times
one had to hold on to something to keep
from being blown down by the wind. All
assumed this was something that would
leave us. Wrong! As the day moved on the
weather turned more and more overcast and
the wind intensified. As we assembled the
tents and prepared to erect them, it started to
rain. As the rain increased so did the wind.
The sky was looking very bad. Several tents
had been assembled but were not anchored.
Before we realised what had happened these
tents blew away and rolled down the reef
with two going into the water. Everyone was
racing to either catch the tents or protect the
equipment sitting on the edge of the reef
and, as the storm continued, survival
became our primary issue. Activity on the
reef that night consisted of keeping the tents
secured and the equipment as dry as
possible. As daybreak came, the weather
was still windy with threatening rain clouds
all around. We decided our priority was to

Breaking into the Top 10

AA7A and JH7OHF worked on 6m the
entire stay, making almost 1,000 QSOs.
They were able to monitor that band with
the assistance of a 6m beacon. NI6T
operated RTTY and put 1,350 RTTY QSOs
in the log.
When the last station went QRT, a total of
80,839 QSOs had been logged with 20% of
those from Europe. Many EU stations had
made it in the log on numerous bands and 2
modes. This QSO count placed us at number
3 on the all-time DXpedition record behind
only A52A and ZL9CI. What made us most
happy was that we had done this in only 9.5
days and from tents on a reef with no
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Some nights the noise was S9+ and nothing
was even heard never mind worked. One
particular night when the band was quiet, I
called CQ for 1.5 hours every 20 seconds
and was not called by a single station. It was
very frustrating to be deluged with e-mail
asking for 160m QSOs and skeds. On
occasional nights it seemed as though we
could work the world! A high point was
very definitely the standard of Bonnie's
cooking — we ate like kings every night.
Nothing was too much trouble for Ken and
requests were dealt with with the greatest of
speed. Jack did re-wire his boat and
household antennas with some of our left
over co-ax. Everybody on the Island is
equipped with 2m radio which is used
almost like CB. Every car, truck or boat has
one. If you need to talk to the police — call
them on 2m.

Our daily average varied a bit depending on
band/mode. RTTY is a much slower mode
and PSK well — I have come to the
conclusion that it is definitely not a
DXpedition mode unless like D68C you
have a surplus of operators and equipment.
The reason for the dip in QSO numbers is
that on the Thursday 26th we had planned to
go into Stanley and meet a few of the locals,
especially Peter and Mike, and have dinner
in the local hotel. Bearing in mind it was
almost a 6-hour drive there and back it did
not leave much time for operating.
GMOGAV and GM3YTS bore the brunt of
the CW operating whilst GM4COX and
GM4FDM did most of the SSB, GM4FDM
worked the RTTY station.

The low points had to include the wind and
the weather. During our first 5 days we
suffered 3 punctures in our Land Rover and
the guy had to drive all the way from
Stanley to fix them, so we were more or less
housebound for the first 5 days. One of the
low points was definitely the flights. 22
hours on the return leg was exhausting in
itself and the military made me put my
laptop in the hold, which was a worry. We
had one minor glitch in the software when a
computer crashed during the second day and
when re-booted it was found that
approximately 200 QSOs had simply
disappeared. Maybe it was an RF problem
and the QSOs were not sent to the hard
drive when the "enter" key was pressed,
maybe they got stuck in RAM and when rebooted they were lost forever. A major
problem, not so noticeable in the northern
hemisphere is the vast number of unlicensed
operators on LSB from South America
operating between 28.000 and 28.450 and in
most of the 24MHz band. At some times of
the day it was very difficult to work these
bands. We did try various tricks when on
SSB like calling just within the edges of the
beacon band, but this practice was frowned
upon by several European and US operators

The end approaches ..

It was hard going with only four operators
and we soon learned that it would be a
difficult task to achieve the 30,000 QSOs.
When Rob GM3YTS had to leave early it
was a real slog for the three remaining
operators, especially Gavin who took over
the mantle of CW guru alone. We ceased
operations at lunchtime on the Monday and
by dark had all the antennas down and
packed. It's amazing how much easier it is
to take them down than put them up.
There were some high points and some low
points to the expedition. The high points
included — we had no major equipment
failures or antenna problems even though
for most of the time we suffered high winds,
especially at night. Sometimes the Titanex
was horizontal... (check and test, check and
test before you set out). Working JA on
160m was definitely one of the high points
though something of an anti-climax when
we eventually did it. We tried with several
JA stations, but there is only one in the log —
JA1JRK. 160m was a very difficult band.
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We left RAF Brize Norton aboard an RAF
Tristar jet aircraft around midnight on
Sunday 22nd April for the 18-hour trip to
Mount Pleasant Airport on the Falklands.
The weather was dull and rainy when we
left the UK, but morning found us in the
scorching heat of Ascension Island where
we stopped to refuel. We found to our
dismay that we had a technical hitch and
were delayed for around three hours. This
was to have a knock on effect at VP8 as, by
the time we arrived at our destination, it
would be dark and impossible to raise
antennas. We descended out of the blue to a
very cold and grey Falklands later that same
afternoon. There was snow on the
mountains surrounding the airport.

were in the sea. Bonnie had cooked a
wonderful dinner and, after a few beers, we
completed the construction of our operating
positions. Gavin made a few QSOs on
10MHz to announce our arrival to the
world, but it was decided that we should go
to bed and rise early and hit the airwaves.
VP8SDX was on the air. Next morning with
GMOGAV and GM3YTS in the operating
positions, GM4COX and myself drove into
Stanley to pick up licences. The VP8SDX
licence had been pre-issued and was waiting
for us on our arrival. There is little formality
with the issuing of licences.
Stanley was about a 3 hour drive along dirt
tracks in our very old Land Rover. Having
collected the documentation we set off back
to relieve the others. Operation was brisk
and it very soon became apparent that the
Falklands was a good choice for an
expedition as there was much more activity
than we imagined. From the first CQ, the
pile-ups never seemed to dwindle much,
right up until the last day. Our bandpass
filters performed flawlessly and were almost
invisible. Even though our two stations were
in separate rooms, in actual fact they were
only about 2m apart. Using the W3NQN
bandpass filters you would never have
known that there were two stations on the
air at any one time. Thanks guys for a truly
wonderful product.
Band conditions seemed only little better
than mediocre but Japanese stations were
strong on different bands from morn till
night. Europe, being almost a sea path was
also very strong. The poorest areas for
propagation were the USA and Australia
surprisingly enough. New Zealand seemed
easier than Australia.
By using CT as our main software each
evening we were able to merge both log
files from each station and statistically
examine our cumulative logs up till that day.
We were able to see how many QSOs we
had made on each band and each mode and
thus plan our strategy for the next day. It
was our initial plan to work mainly CW and

There were very strong crosswinds which
made our aircraft "go around" a couple of
times and then the pilot announced that if
we did not land on the third approach we
would have to divert — to Montevideo —
Uruguay — some three hours away.
Fortunately we made a cool landing on our
final attempt (more like a controlled crash).
Ken Greenland was waiting for our arrival
and after the usual formalities of
immigration and a military briefing about
the dangers of minefields we were whisked
to our destination at Darwin/Goose Green.
Having made our introductions and fed and
watered, we were shown to the house which
was to be our base for the next two weeks.
We fell into our beds exhausted.
VP8SDX QRV

Next morning I awoke at first light around
0600 local time. It was freezing and there
had been a snowfall of around 10cm
overnight. Coffee and breakfast over, we
donned our cold-weather gear and began
work on the antenna farm. It was
exceedingly cold and we had many stops
during the day. By darkness we had
assembled our complete antenna farm. The
Titanex raised like a dream and we soon
untangled the 50 radials, some of which
were in the sea! The 10MHz vertical was
also on the waterline and two of the radials
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permanent life support. We were also proud
of 3,011 QSOs on 80 and 1,023 on 160.

LADX, GMDX, Chiltern/RSGB, Danish
DX, UKSMG, Portuguese DX Group, North
Portugal DX Group and all the other EU
DXers who sent support. A special thanks
goes to ICOM for providing IC756 PRO's
and to Force 12 who supplied the antennas
that made us heard all over the world. But
most of all, a special thanks to the DXers
worldwide who sent financial support to
help us offset the overall cost of this
operation. Without the combined assistance
of both equipment sponsors and financial
donations, this trip would not have taken
place.

Thanks to our supporters

In any operation such as this, there are many
who help and provide support in on way or
another. Our thanks go out to our many
sponsors who helped make this a success.
We want to offer a special appreciation to
our largest group associations — the
Northern California DX Foundation,
INDEXA, and The American Radio Relay
League — for major financial support.
Thanks also to the European DX clubs and
associations such as EUDX, GDXF, LYNX,

Australs and Marquesas- Two Islands, Two DXCC Countries
Ralf, FOOPOM/SQ9LR 8 Jan, FOOWEG/SP9FIH

Inspired by maximum of solar activity we
decided one and a half years ago to set out
somewhere to the Pacific. At the beginning
it had to be a two person (SP9FIR and
SQ9LR) tourist trip, but after a few talks in
our mother club SP9PDF in Gliwice it was
converted into a DXpedition. First we
planned a visit to the South and North
Cooks but when we counted our financial
reserves and donations we found that they
would only just cover Austral Islands and
perhaps Marquesas. Both of these countries
were higher on the "Most Wanted" lists than
the Cook Islands and besides, ZKI were
expecting some other DXpeditions around
October 2000.

question us "Are you travelling with
bazookas?"
Flight connections were not comfortable, the
whole trip, Warsaw-London-Los AngelesPapeete took us forty hours. Tired and
sleepy we landed just before dawn on the
main island of French Polynesia, the famous
Tahiti. At noon the same day we flew by
local airline Air Tahiti onto Tubai Island in
the Austral Archipelago having paid "salty"
for the excessive luggage (antennas).
Tubai Island has a diameter of about 5km.
There are around 1800 people living in a
couple of villages lying on the seashore.
One of the island's inhabitants, Charles, an
easy going man, rented us a hut. His light
heartedness was so big that he didn't feel
like counting our rent money! We rented a
bungalow for two weeks that had an ideal
location. Our QTH was only thirty metres
from the shoreline overlooking a turquoise
lagoon surrounded by reef with several
small islets called "motu". The but where we
lived was situated in the northern part of the
island. We had a good take off to USA,
Japan and Europe via short path. Conditions
to Europe were worse via the long path
because in the centre part of the island there
were two mountain ranges rising up to 422m

Our second problem after finances was to
find a time-slot acceptable to the operators,
both of whom have demanding work
schedules. Finally and happily we began our
travels on 18th October 2000. We took
along an IC746, TS570 a three element
tribander, 9-band vertical, 5 element for 6m,
an RTTY modem and 2 laptops.
Unfortunately we could not get a linear
amplifier. We were especially afraid about
antenna transportation as, after packing, they
looked like a packed machine gun! That is
why at every airport we had the Duty Officer
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above sea level!
Just after arrival, the same afternoon, we
managed to put up all of the antennas and
we began our operation on 6m. In the first
two hours we logged over 300 JA stations.
We started the Austral Island operation with
big pile ups interlaced with long hours of
inactivity where we tore our throats calling
CQ, only making around 6-10 QSOs per
hour. The "dead hours" were mostly around
noon. Around dawn and sunset we had more
fun, with rates increasing up to 250 QSOs
per hour. Most of these contacts were made
on 10m thanks to the big sunspot numbers.
Unfortunately it turned out that very few
amateurs were listening to the bands; if we
were not exactly on 14.195 but instead on,
say, 14.180 we went unnoticed. Also, if
nobody spotted us on the Cluster it was as if
we were not transmitting! If you have 100
watts and you call EU or NA on 80m
nobody cares about weak signals.
Nevertheless from Tubai we had about 100
contacts with Japan, USA and Australia on
80m.
During the time that nobody answered our
CQ calls one of the operators changed
microphone for bicycle and went shopping
at the local shop for tins, eggs and tomatoes.
Baguettes were only available until 9am.
Sometimes when the sun came out from
behind the clouds one of us went and took
photographs or took a swim in the lagoon.
For breakfast, usually one and half-hours
before sunrise we drank coffee instead of
dining as the propagation was good to EU
and NA. For lunch we had a baguette with
butter or canned meat, sometimes rice with
eggs and potatoes •or scrambled eggs. For
afternoon dinner we had another baguette
with butter and for supper we ate half a
baguette in between breaks of EU and JA
pile-ups. Generally we preferred making
contacts than making dishes.
More or less the same time that we were
there were a few other DXpeditions,
including K5K, ZK I YRE, A35YIJA35ZG,
ZM8CW and ZK I NIC/ZK1N DK. Their

competition sometimes made quite a big
mess. Two or even three were working on
the same frequency and often splits from
separate DXpeditions interlaced. On the
other side, during "dead" noon hours, you
could talk for several minutes for example,
with K5K and hear that one linear is broken
and operators long for a good restaurant or
during another discussion hearing that
vertical antennas' radials should be
immersed in the Pacific. Another comment
was that the operators' bottoms ached from
hard chairs!
Slowly we got accustomed to the local
fauna, roosters woke us up at 3am,
cockroaches and ants stole our food,
mosquitoes and wasps encouraged us to
make contacts faster. Finally, neighbours
knocked on our window at night to remind
us that it was time to sleep and not call CQ.
After nine days of operation we had logged
15,000 QSOs including 1,000 on RTTY and
as nobody else wished to call us we decided
to move to our second DXCC entity - to
Marquesas. After a few hours' flight,
changing one local ATR aircraft for another
in Papeete, we eventually landed on Nuka
Hiva almost on the equator. As it turned out,
during the heat of the noon, the roosters
were even louder, the mosquitoes even more
bothersome, cockroaches even bigger and
the island's population greets us with "CQ
DX" which is a phrase they learnt from
previous visitors.
Nuku Hiva is the largest island in the
Marquesas archipelago and is varied
geographically. Irregular coastlines and
bays, capes and peninsulas are easily seen
from the landing plane. A mountainous
interior and horse-beaten tracks made a
4WD car the most popular transport. Deep
gorges are filled by rivers and water spills
down from steep rocks as picturesque
waterfalls. In the northern part of Nuku Hiva
rain and wind has shaped impressive basalt
needles.
However the trip to Nuku Hiva began with
some bad luck. We had transceivers, laptops

wind. We would provide our own breakfast
and lunch whilst Bonnie provided the most
sumptuous evening dinners imaginable. The
lodge house even had a bar! To Scotsmen —
this was indeed Ham Heaven.

G3NUG and G4JVG written after the 9MOC
DXpedition.
It was decided that a compromise had to be
made bearing in mind the number of
operators and the costs of shipping
equipment to The Falkland Islands.
Logistics were to play a major part in the
operation. There are only three ways of
getting to VP8f. The first is by sea — if you
have 4 weeks to spare both going and
returning. The second is by the airline LAN
Chile who fly every Saturday. Problem is
you have to get to Santiago in Chile and lose
a night having to sleep over due to the flight
times. The third way, but by far the most
expensive is direct from the UK to the
Falklands by the Royal Air Force who
provide a twice weekly flight. Unfortunately
the return airfares cost approximately
£1,482. It was soon learned that there was
no way they would ship linears and antennas
due to the weight. These and as much other
equipment as possible had to go by sea.

By February we had assembled two almost
identical stations. We packed two Kenwood
TS570s with matching keyers and two
medium-powered linear amplifiers as we
were not sure how the electricity supply
would stand up to two high powered
stations. An Ameritron and a Linear Amp
UK Ranger 811 were boxed and crated. We
took almost 400m of high quality extremely
low loss coax — semi hardline. Colin
GMORLZ at this point found that he was
unable to make the trip but provided us with
a superb 12m/17m 2 el Yagi mounted on a
single boom. GMOGAV constructed a
10MHz vertical with raised radials and we
purchased a Titanex V80E Vertical for
160/80/40m and a Force 12 C3S for
10/15/20m. We prepared 50 ground radials
for the Titanex before we left Scotland. We
found out by chance that two small 10m
masts were available on the Islands being
left over from the Peterl expedition. These
were to be put to good use, then left for the
next expedition passing through. During the
2000 RSGB HF Convention I shared a few
beers with Jay Terleski WXOB of Array
Solutions from Texas. Jay agreed to lend us
9 bandpass filters, one for each band,
designed by W3NQN. By March, all the
equipment had been boxed and crated and
was sailing south. Jim GMONAI had also
withdrawn at this point, leaving the final 4
operators. Dave GM4EVS, our web master,
had produced a wonderful web page with
his own inbuilt log search facility. If we had
access to a telephone line we hoped to send
back the log data each day. Three laptop
computers were to be loaded as hand
luggage. These were loaded with CT
operating in DXpedition mode and WF1B,
which would be used for RTTY. A copy of
Digipan was downloaded from the Net in
case we found time to make a few PSK3 1
QSOs.

And the decision is ..
By January it was decided that the Falklands
was to be the location. Gavin GMOGAV
made contact with a couple of the locals
whom he knew from his previous stay.
These proved to be invaluable contacts
demonstrating the importance of having a
local on the ground at the DX end. Peter
VP8WA and Mike VP8NO arranged to
uplift our equipment from the ship, store it
till we arrived and arranged transport to our
operating site. Gavin also made contact via
the internet with a wonderful husband and
wife team, Ken and Bonnie Greenland who
own Darwin Lodge which was our chosen
location. Ken and Bonnie arranged to rent us
a cottage for the duration. Darwin, although
remote (about 90km from Stanley the
capital), provided an ideal venue for
amateur radio. A good sea path on our front
doorstep, great accommodation complete
with electricity and central heating.
Electricity was provided by a wind generator
backed up by a diesel generator which came
on when (in the few occasions) there was no
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also enjoyed a dip in the sea on a daily basis,
which was most refreshing, though it did
require the long climb back to my operating
location.

•
•

What with these activities and the radio, the
24 days passed quickly, and I ended with
some 15,000 contacts, which I felt was
satisfactory given the poor propagation. 6m
and 160m were totally impossible. I am
grateful to everyone who helped to make the
operation possible, and hope that many of
my amateur radio friends were appreciative
of the contacts they made and will forgive
my occasional lapses into impatience and
irritation, which resulted from tension and
fatigue and which were in no way meant to
be personal. I will look back with affection
on that rustic but magnificent island with its
many treasures.
Of course, the behaviour of those calling in
the pile-ups makes a big difference to the
success of an operation, so I wanted to end
with a few thoughts, based on my
experiences:

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

• Listen carefully and try to understand
what the DX operator is doing
• When the operator is listening by
numbers, respect this and only call at the

correct time
Be patient and wait for the DX callsign
and information, which is normally
given every two to three minutes
When the DX operator comes back
clearly to your call, don't then repeat it
two or three more times, as he obviously
knows it already!
Do not call on top of a QSO in progress
Don't give the DX station's call during
the QSO — this just wastes time
Don't keep requesting changes of band,
as the DX operator will already have a
plan of when and where he intends to
operate
In the middle of a pile-up, do avoid
giving (and spelling out!) your name and
QTH; the DX operator certainly will not
be making notes!
Reports should normally be 59 unless
there is a specific problem which the
signal report needs to identify
Avoid wasting time with questions and
comments
Avoid making duplicate QSOs on the
same band and mode

Falkland Islands, VPBSDX

and personal luggage but unfortunately we
lost the antennas while changing planes.
After long explanations we were assured
that the antennas would arrive the next day.
Eventually, a day late we received our
antennas but we had missed out on a few
thousand contacts. In the meantime, we
toured Taichae, the biggest village on the
island, populated by around 1000
inhabitants. This village is located
overlooking Taichae Bay surrounded by
rocky mountains. After a long search for a
suitable place, we chose a small bungalow
in a big garden full of tiare bushes (flowers
that are worn over the ear or as a necklace),
grapefruits and bananas, where we located
our antennas. Our QTH on Marquesas was
on the southern part of the island;
unfortunately mountains that rose vertically
next to the village blocked most of the
important DX directions.
During the few days that we changed QTH
from OC-152 to OC-027, plus the long wait
for the lost antennas, propagation got
considerably worse. There was strong
geomagnetic activity and a planetary A
index on the 8th and 9th November of
around 42 and 39 respectively. Very good
openings were only found to North and
South America. The heat was exhausting,
baguettes were now boring and, worse than
that, only the 'Big Guns' from Europe

contacted us. Calling "small pistols" was
like talking with ghosts and the Cluster
spots read "nil in EU" so, after almost five
days, we finished the second part of our
DXpedition having only made 5,300 QSOs
from Marquesas.
Unfortunately very few contacts were made
with Europe and on 6m, only two stations
from LU and one from ZD9. It took us half a
day to disassemble the antennas in the
tropical rain, then after packing our luggage,
we set of for the airport. This was located on
the other side of the island Riding in our
Jeep we crossed mountains that reached
1250m above sea level and along narrow
muddy tracks that meandered eroded slopes
of volcanoes that rose 1000m above sea
level according to the Jeep's altimeter.
During the journey we summarised our
performance from Marquesas. We now
knew what to do better next time, better
location, linear amplifier and a little change
in our timing. Let's hope that Mother Nature
and sponsors will let us make 30,000 QSOs
from Marquesas in the future. Our two-man
expedition would like to thank our sponsors:
CDXC, RSGB, NCDXF, EUDXF and
GDXF for their financial support and all
those who made contributions with their
QSL cards. We do hope that our experience
from both locations will help prepare us for
a better DXpedition in the future.

Tom Wyllie, GM4FDM

Whilst visiting the 2000 RSGB HF and
IOTA Convention the author was caught up
in the whispered conversations about future
DXpeditions — some to be real and some to
be merely pipe dreams. Later in November
2000 at the GMDX Convention a small
group of Scottish Amateurs gathered round
to talk about a possible GM sponsored
expedition to a far-off land. As the beers
were consumed many possible Countries
were discussed and discarded — "too
difficult", "too expensive", "too cold", "too
hot" etc etc. Gavin GMOGAV used to be a
member of the British Antarctic Survey and
some of you might even have worked him as

VP8GAV. Gavin suggested, what was for
him, a return to The Falkland Islands. A
quick check of the various "most wanted"
lists around the world suggested that it
might be a possible location, especially on
CW and, more importantly, on the WARC
bands. And so a small band was formed.
Gavin GMOGAV, Robert GM3YTS, Colin
GMORLZ, Jim GMONAI, Jack GM4COX
and the author Tom GM4FDM all agreed to
make the trip. By December the first
planning meetings were held. A very
valuable source of information for budding
DXpeditioners came from the book
"DXpeditioning Behind the Scenes" by
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TRUE HAM RADIO OPERATOR FAIRY TALE
Srecko MORIC "Fex", YU1DX/3D2TT

Why this title? Because each of us has
dreamt for many years of this fairy tale:
We're on a small, deserted island in the
middle of the endless Pacific. We're on a
ham radio expedition. We're constantly by
our radio stations. Thousands of ham
operators are calling us, hoping that we'll
hear them and note the QSO into our diaries,
so that tomorrow - they will have a record of
the connection with a "new land" in their
QSL card collections. We read a lot about

other ham radio operators' dreams and
expeditions. We were the ones trying to
reach those 'lucky' people that were on the
expeditions. We were the ones that enriched
our collections with 'dream' QSL cards.
Well, at the dawn of the new millennium,
our dream turned into reality. Our fairy tale
became real and turned into a true ham
adventure just like in the dream - on the
Pacific.
During February and March of 2001, we
25

realised our wildest hopes: we carried out a
ham radio DXpedition to Conway Reef
3D2CI, one of the top five demanding
locations (countries) in our "crazy" hamradio world. To ensure that every moment
was captured, we decided that YU1DX
would keep the diary starting from the
preparations, during our travel and stay on
Conway Reef and in Fiji, all the way up to
our arrival home.

4. YU7AV Voja Kapun, from Kikinda
(CW and SSB);

Our Plan

8. Z32ZM Mome Dimovski, from
Kumanovo (CW).

Hrane, the chief of this attractive
DXpedition, initiated the preparations in
September 2000, during his mini-expedition
to the Pacific with Dragan Z32AU. They
visited Tonga A35, Vanuatu YJ and Fiji
3D2. Hrane acquired the operating permit
for Conway Reef 3D2/C. The plan was to
make the trip at the beginning of 2001. The
estimated expedition cost was $45,000 US.
The Conway Reef group was to contain 8-10
ham radio operators and 3 members of a
ship's crew. A rented ship would transport
the group and all the necessary equipment
from Pacific Harbour on Fiji to Conway
Reef. The sea voyage would take 36-38
hours. Hrane planned to cover all the trip
expenses, except the airfare for the
expedition members. The airfare was the
only financial obligation for the trip
participants.
Due to various reasons, such as previous
work commitments or lack of sufficient
financing, the initially planned expedition
members Rasa YU I RL, Gojko YU6AO and
Branko YU I FW didn't come along. At the
beginning of February, we had the final list
of our eight-member expedition team and
the anticipated duties:
I. YT I AD Hrane Milosevic, from
Vitanovac, expedition lead (CW and
SSB);
2. YU1DX Srecko Moric, from Beograd
(CW, SSB and the diary man);
3. YU I NR Ratko Novakovic, from
Kragujevac (PSK RTTY, SSTV, MT,
etc.);

5. YZ7AA Steva Stepanov, from Novi Sad
(SSB and medical attendant);
6. YSIRR Raymondo Rodriguez Diaz,
from San Salvador (SSB - particularly
for the South American propagation);
7. Z32AU Dragan Kostevski, from Ohrid
(CW and SSB),

Expedition Web Site
During the preparations, we decided to
advertise and share our experiences over the
web. Milos Novakovic 4N1NM and his
friend Sasa, both from Kragujevac, set up a
web site of our future expedition:
http://www.kragujevac.co.yu/3d2/ At that
time, this was probably, without
exaggeration, one of the most frequently
visited ham-radio web sites in the world.
The web page contained pertinent data: a list
of the expedition members with basic
personal information, receiving and
transmitting frequencies, a list of the
equipment, copies of the acquired licences,
the geographic location of Conway Reef,
propagation, and a list of sponsors. After the
expedition, the site content was updated to
include the 3D2CI log.

Murphy's Law
If you're not familiar with Murphy's Law,
consider the following: with your eyes
closed, you're offered to pick one candy out
of a pot that contains a million sweet
candies and only a single sour one. Murphy's
Law states that you'll pick out - the sour
one!
We learned the power of Murphy's Law very
early. Hrane booked the air tickets for all the
members departing from Europe via Zurich
and Malaysia to Fiji. This was the shortest
and the most logical route to take - if it
weren't for Murphy's Law. We were
informed that the flight was cancelled!
Thanks to Hrane's know-how and

been declared a Sanctuary of Fauna and
Flora, so that it is essential that any visitors
convince the officials that there will be no
damage. In due course, the necessary
permits were forthcoming.
I had also decided that, although I have
enjoyed answering my own QSL cards in the
past, this time I would take on a QSL
manager, specifically my friend Carl Smith
N4AA. In the past, due to problems with
local mail services, I had taken some
criticism from a number of amateurs who
did not receive their cards.
Once everything was in place, and with
encouragement from a number of friends
and colleagues, I was looking forward to the
trip. In the meantime I sought out as much
information as I could about the island as,
even after my previous visits, there was still
much I did not know. Malpelo is a
Colombian island in the Pacific Ocean,
located on the submerged Malpelo mountain
range, upon which are also the Galapagos
Islands, Island of Coconuts, Revillagigedo
and several other island groups. Malpelo has
a surface area of 3.5 sq km, reaches a height
of 906m, and is some 500km off the
Colombian coast. In 1900 it was annexed
officially to Colombia and since 1986 has
been under the protection of the National
Assembly. The possession of Malpelo gives
Colombia the rights to ocean extending
some 200 nautical miles around it. The
island was discovered in the 16 th century
and used as a point of reference by ships
navigating from Mexico and Central
America towards the countries of South
America. The strange name of Malpelo
comes from the Greek word Malveolus,
meaning inhospitable.
I had reserved a flight to Buenaventura for
4th April. On arrival I met with great
hospitality from a number of friends as well
as military officials. I had some days in hand
before leaving for Malpelo, and planned an
operation from Palm Island, some 40km
from Buenaventura (SA-017 for IOTA). I
was able to work some 1500 island chasers,

but made a serious mistake with the
generator which led to it blowing up,
leaving me to operate on battery power.
Fortunately, my friends rallied round and
were able to find me an alternative generator
for my trip to Malpelo.
The voyage to Malpelo took 35 hours,
aboard the Calima under the command of
Lieutenant Jose David Peroza. The crossing
was pleasant, with calm seas and no
problems. The island was as I remembered
it, but I hadn't made allowance for my
advancing years and increased weight since
the last visit and, on trying to carry my
equipment up the steep incline, almost
ended up in the sea. Fortunately, a pair of
burly seamen grabbed me, and catastrophe
was avoided.
It took some 2 hours to get my equipment to
a point on the island some 350m asl and,
after a rest, I set up my station and
commenced operations at 2057 on 1 1 th
April.Ifetgadnsicot
finally being on the air as HK3JJH/OM. I
forgot the tiredness and was able to start
pulling callsigns out of the pile-up (which
was enormous). Propagation was poor, so I
tried to take advantage of every opening, at
any time of the day or night. When the
bands were dead, I took some time to
explore the island and observe what had
changed since my last visit. I noticed that
while some species of wildlife were doing
well, there are many more lizards which is
having a damaging effect on some bird
species by taking the eggs. There is also
contamination of some of the fresh water
from some sort of green slime. The island is
important from an ecological point of view,
as it is host to a number of endemic species.
The various officials and biologists who
watch over the island were making close
observations of the flora and fauna, and
allowed me to help them in this.
Food was prepared by the junior ratings and
the quality was not always the highest.
However, some days they were able to catch
fish which was always a welcome treat. I

appropriately with PY7ZZ. The bad weather
continued with high winds, lightning and
rain frequently interrupting operations. If
you were searching and not finding PWOS
during these periods, now you know why.
The wind at times threatened to pull the tent
off of the platform and into the sea. As a
result of the weather there were assorted
problems with the generators and other
equipment, but they persevered. The
decision was made to leave on Friday
morning, February 16. Because of the threeday delay in landing, the group was already
way overdue getting home to their families
and jobs. The weather was such that they
could safely get themselves and equipment
off the Rocks. The bad luck continued as the
Old Smuggler developed some problems on
the trip back, and remained in Fernando de
Noronha while Jim, Ciro and Eli had to
return to Recife by plane.
The final QSO count was over 7,300.
Obviously the final tally is well below
expectations, but still a significant number
that would not have been made at all
without incredible courage and devotion to
our hobby. Even though the team was on the
Rocks for four days, the weather limited the
effective operating time to less than 50
hours. Still, many picked up an "all time
new one," the real objective of this
operation. Others gained a rare country on a
new band or mode. An effort was made to
spend at least a little time on all bands, all
modes, including RTTY. I have particular
respect for the DXers who were not in the
pileups so that others would have a better

shot at a "new one."
Congratulations to this group for putting
together the PWOS DXpedition, a low
budget but well planned operation to one of
the rarest and most difficult uninhabitable
pieces of rock in the world. The callsigns of
these four fellows may not have had instant
recognition, but they should now. PY7XC —
PY7ZY — PT7BZ — PYOFF. When you hear
them on the bands say hello — and give a big
Thank You. This has to be what DXing is
all about.
As a final note, two members of the PWOS
team, Andre and Eli, were able to come to
the Dayton Hamvention in May and
presented the PWOS story in video and
slides at the DX Forum. The team gives a
special thanks to CDXC, RSGB, and the
other sponsors for making this difficult
DXpedition possible.
The PWOS Team —
Operators:
Jim Faria, PY7XC (leader)
Ciro da Silva, PY7ZY
Eli Pinheiro, PT7BZ
Andre Sampaio, PYOFF
Support:
Fred Souto Major, PY7ZZ
Rolf Rasp, PY I RO
Steve Wheatley, KU9C
Bill Smith, W9VA, PYOZFO

Malpelo, HK3JJH
Pedro J. Allina B.

Despite more than 18,000 QSOs during my
1999 operation from Malpelo, the island
continued to be much in demand and I was
often asked to return there, so I began to
plan for another visit. The first step was to
contact the National Assembly. As always I
found people helpful, and particularly

appreciate the support of the Captain of
Frigate Norman Blacksmith in Bogota and
of the Captain of Ship Jairo Parra Juan and
the Captain of Ship Alberto Red Towers in
Bahia Malaga. I then went to the
Environment Department, Natural Parks
Section, where I was told that Malpelo has
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experience in visiting over 110 countries
worldwide, by the end of the day, we had
the tickets for Fiji, flying in the opposite
geographic direction (via USA) with
minimal delays at the intermediate airports.

Fortunately, we got the US visas, valid until
February 2002. Mome was the only one who
still needed to go through this formality.
Three days later, we found out that Mome
didn't get the US visa (Murphy's Law for the
third time)! Hrane came up with a solution:
Mome was going to fly via Tokyo instead of
Los Angeles.

The Visas

After booking our flight, the next step was
to obtain the visas through the US Embassy
in Skopje. On February 5th, Hrane and 1
went to Skopje via Kragujevac, where Ratko
joined us. As we were approaching
Kragujevac, Ratko, in a panicky voice, told
us that his passport had become lost or
stolen earlier that day, Murphy's Law for the
second time! Ratko was pale and desperate
when he met us in front of his apartment
building. While Ratko was elaborating his
despair, Hrane and I started searching in his
car. Shortly, I caught a glimpse of the very
edge of Ratko's "stolen" passport on the
floor under the driver's seat! Ratko's
promise to celebrate the recovery of the
passport still needs to be marked with
drinks!

Flying around the World

We started our trip late in the evening on
February 15th. At 3am, we were on the
Yugoslavian-Hungarian border. Half an
hour later, we reached Budapest airport. The
temperature was minus ten Celsius. We
slept in the car in the airport parking lot and
had to keep the car engine running, so that
we wouldn't freeze. After a tiring night, we
unloaded our luggage and checked-in
numerous equipment and three long boxes
with our antennas. Mome stayed an extra
day to wait for his flight to Tokyo. Before
we left, Murphy was in action again! Tirane
lost Mome's air ticket and had to have a new
one issued and sent from Belgrade in time
for Mome's flight to Tokyo.
At 7am, we boarded the plane for our flight
to Munich. As planned, each of us carried a
bag with a radio station or linear, or a
laptop, as hand luggage. We passed through
customs and security checks without a
problem, but as we were entering the plane,
Murphy intervened again. The flight
attendants told us, "Sorry, you can't have all
those bags as hand luggage aboard the
plane! These bags will have to be
transported as regular luggage!" All of our
explanations and begging were hopeless.
Our bags were carefully marked and sent
with the rest of the cargo. The results of the
cargo treatment became apparent when we
got to Conway Reef!

Late that evening, we arrived in Skopje and
met in the restaurant where the local ham
radio operators spend their time. Out of
eight future expedition members, six of us
were present. The other two, Steva and
Raymond°, already had their visas. Our
hosts were Trajko Z35A, the president of
RSM (the Ham Radio Organisation of
Macedonia) and the local "legend", Alfred
Vidic Z31A, as well as Mirche Z32AR and
Srbo Z36S13i.
Early the next day, we submitted the
requests for visas, along with our passports.
We expected the visas in the late afternoon.
Mome had to request a visa a few days later
because he had sent his passport to London
in order to obtain a visa for Fiji. Citizens of
Yugoslavia don't require a visa for Fiji.
While waiting for the passports, Hrane
organised the first work meeting with the
expedition members. We discussed the
details and decided who would be
responsible for the various items of
equipment.

We landed in Munich at 8:10am and
continued to Chicago at 11:15am, on a huge
Airbus A-340/300. We landed at Chicago's
"O'Hara" airport at 9:40pm Central
European time, or at 3:40pm local time. It
was sunny that day in Chicago, but
somehow at the same time cold and windy.
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all) boys and girls! Welcome! My name is
Nicholas, but I'm Nick - for friends. So you
can call me Nick as well. I am the captain of
this big ship owned by the tourist giant of
the South Pacific, Republic of Fiji. This is
the biggest plane currently operational in the
passenger air traffic. It's powered by two
Rolls-Royce engines. If there are any
problems with our ship, I'll let you know in
time! Our flight will last 11 hours, and we
will be flying at the altitudes between 9 and
10 thousand metres. My crew will ensure
that you have a pleasant and comfortable
flight. Vinaka (thanks)!"

We kept wondering what Murphy was up
to? We waited over an hour by the baggage
elevators hoping to see our long boxes with
beams and antennas, but the elevators never
brought our luggage out. We were told that
our boxes might be waiting for us the next
day in L.A. Might? Worried but hopeful, we
headed for downtown Chicago.
Chicago

Our host in Chicago was Hrane's old friend
Vlada YT8KUM. Vlada brought along his
friend Milorad because we couldn't fit into a
single car. Vlada's roomy Lincoln took him,
Hrane, Dragan and myself straight to the
improvised "Srpski TV studio" in Chicago.
We taped a 20-minute interview that
addressed questions regarding our ham radio
organisation and, naturally, the future
DXpedition to Conway Reef. Afterwards,
we did some sightseeing and touring of
Chicago that included some last minute
shopping for hats, sun lotion, slippers and
shoes handy for "coral walking".

Nadi - Fiji

After a comfortable flight over the Equator
and across the dateline, we landed in Nadi at
9:40pm local time. The temperature in Nadi
was thirty-five Celsius and the humidity was
unbelievable. After a couple of minutes in
this climate, we were literally all wet!
People in Fiji seem to live slowly, but with
mandatory friendly smiles on their faces.
We stood in line for customs control for
over 90 minutes, counting every second
while sweating and rapidly getting
exhausted by our long journey. The customs
officers took their time with friendly and
curious chat with every single passenger
before extending their personal welcome
and stamping the passports.

Los Angeles

After a comfortable night's rest, we were up
early and. at 8:05am, we took off from
O'Hara in a Boeing 747 on its regular flight
to L.A. Due to the 3-hour time difference
between the east and west coast, we landed
in L.A at 10:17am local time. Raymondo,
the eighth member of our expedition, along
with his daughter Kristina and his son in law
Pedro, welcomed us at the airport. Before
take off for Fiji, scheduled for 2:15pm,
Hrane, Raymondo, and Pedro were in a big
rush shopping for two new MA5B beams
and a vertical antenna. The ones that were
shipped from Belgrade never found their
way to L.A. thanks to the care of Mr.
Murphy, now a permanent member of our
team!

Relieved that the formalities finally ended,
we were welcomed by three guys singing a
local folk song accompanied by guitars, in
one of the airport hallways. Of course, there
were also three beautiful girls in flowery
local costumes who put necklaces made of
clams around our necks. They were
genuinely surprised when I borrowed one of
the guitars and Voja and I sang for them the
hymn of our expedition, a song titled "My
friends are the pearls spread all over the
world" (well, perhaps we are not the pearls,
but we really are 17,000km away from
home).

After the usual boarding formalities, we
were aboard a Boeing 747-200 owned by
Fiji's air carrier "Air Pacific". While we
were still on the runway, we heard the pilot's
voice, in English of course. But instead of
the usual, "Good afternoon Ladies and
Gentlemen!", we heard, "Nisa Bula (hello

"Turaga Levu"
Our bus arrived sometime before midnight.
It was just big enough to accommodate
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equipment, including capability for RTTY
and 6m. At the last minute, veteran
Brazilian DXer Eli Pinheiro, PT7BZ, joined
the team as a replacement for PY7ZZ, who
was not able to go along for medical
reasons. Fred would continue to serve a vital
role as the principal mainland contact, pilot,
and web master. This may well have been
the best planned and best equipped assault
on the Rocks in history. What could go
wrong?

I would have many subsequent opportunities
to meet with Rolf, Jim, Andre, and Fred
Souto, PY7ZZ. Of course the conversation
always eventually turned to the Rocks and
Trindade, Brazil's other obscure Atlantic
"country." Trindade, and close-by Martin
Vaz, are actual inhabitable islands. The
Brazilian navy has a permanent village on
Trindade with a year around crew of about
40 sailors. Trindade is sort of difficult to get
to and land on, but once you get there you
can stand on solid ground, get out of the
rain, and calmly play radio. On the other
hand, the Rocks represent close to the
ultimate challenge, reminiscent of OkinoTorishima and Scarborough Reef. Well,
there was much talk and little action, until
December 2000. Jim and Fred, along with
Ciro PY7ZY, announced that they had
decided to go to the Rocks. I had planned to
go to Brazil anyway to operate PYOFF in the
ARRL Ten Meter contest, so we all got
together in Recife and the serious planning
began. The fellows in Brazil would round up
the equipment, find a suitable boat, and get
the necessary approvals and licence. I would
handle the publicity and funding, and maybe
find another operator. Indications were that
approval would be for only three or four
operators and specifically for the month of
February. The Brazilian government had
environmental concerns, and the space
available for multiple stations would be
severely limited in any event. Not much
time was available, but we had a plan.

The Old Smuggler left Recife on schedule
bound for Fernando de Noronha, where a
short rest stop had been planned. While
there, Noronha's only resident ham, Andre
Sampaio PYOFF, decided to join the crew.
Besides being an excellent operator, Andre
was bringing along additional expertise in
the digital modes as well as SSTV gear and
other equipment. Wow! What good fortune!
My mental projection of the number of
PWOS QSOs leapt forward. What could
possibly go wrong?
Late on the evening of Thursday February 8
the Old Smuggler crossed the equator and
the group was poised for a landing Friday
morning. This information had been posted
on the PWOS website, so we were all
listening for PWOS. Where were they? The
suspense continued all day Saturday and
Sunday. We knew they were at the Rocks.
What was happening? At least we knew
they were safe, as the website was updated
daily with information. The seas were too
rough to attempt a landing. Thanks to the
SSTV equipment, there was a dramatic
photo of the waves crashing against the
rocks, the spray rising many feet in the air.
Imagine the frustration at arriving at one of
the rarest DX sites in the world with a boat
full of equipment and being unable to land.
Then imagine bobbing around in a small
boat for three more days waiting for a break
in the weather. Not much fun at all!

By mid-January, the team in Brazil was
making real progress getting their end of the
plan completed. The contract was signed for
the 50 foot motor/sailor "Old Smuggler" and
the construction of an operating platform
was under way. Written permission for
landing had been obtained, and the special
callsign PWOS had been issued. Here in the
United States I had been making some
progress with funding, and veteran QSL
manager Steve Wheatley, KU9C, joined the
team to handle that end of the operation. By
the planned departure date of February 9,
Jim had assembled a complete arsenal of

The seas subsided enough on the morning of
Monday February 12 to attempt a landing,
and they were able to get some equipment
ashore. The first QSO came at 1935Z,
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moments. The idea of this diary was not to
document every single moment we went
through. We wanted to capture mainly the
atmosphere and what really mattered to us
during this ham radio DXpedition.
We felt that this true Pacific adventure
deserves to be documented and saved from
being forgotten. Dreams and fairy tales do
sometimes come true. The tale that was in
our dream became reality, so, now we are
off to some new dreams. As long as we live,
we'll believe that our dreams will eventually
come true. Even if not, our dreams will keep
enriching our lives.

or a QSO every 14 seconds. We
communicated with radio stations from the
following regions:
USA
EU
JA

29%
28%
AS, AF, SA, OC

YT1AD, Hrane, and a group of Europeans
are planning another expedition to Conway
Reef. They leave Belgrade September 27th
and arrive in Fiji September 30, where they
embark for Conway, expecting to arrive
there October 1 at 08z. They hope to get on
the air immediately. Ten days of operating
ensue. Ops at present: YT1AD, YU7AV,
YZ7AA, YUlAU, YUIDX, Z32ZM,
possibly YT6A, RZ3AA and K1LZ. Bands:
160-6, CW, SSB and RTTY. A different call
will be used for each mode.

APPENDIX: 3D2CI - QSO STATISTICS

During 116 hours of on-air time, using a
variety of modes and all bands from 1.8 to
50MHz, we made 29,703 QS0s. This
implies 256 calls/hour or 4.27 calls/minute

—

12%

Stop Press - Repeat Visit

73, de Hrane, YT1AD/3D2CI & Srecko,
YU1DX/3D2TT

PWOS

31%

St. Peter and St. Paul Rocks

-

2001

Bill Smith, W9VA

The PWOS DXpedition is now history. This
is a review of the CDXC and RSGB
sponsored operation in February 2001 to St.
Peter and St. Paul Rocks. The "Rocks" is
actually the rim of a submerged volcano
some 700 miles off the coast of Brazil in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean. The Rocks are
situated just north of the equator at 0 deg
55' North, 29 deg 22' West. The closest
DXCC country is Fernando de Noronha,
about 400 miles to the southwest. The actual
land mass is a small irregular broken
volcanic reef. The Rocks were number 26
on the DX Magazine 2000 "Most Needed"
list, and number 29 on the latest ARRL List.
There is a good reason for this high ranking.
Under optimum conditions the Rocks are
difficult to get to, difficult to land on,
difficult to find a level area to set up a
station, just plain difficult. The risk of

damage to equipment and bodies is not

insignificant. Trips to the Rocks have been
few and far between, with unusual problems
associated with virtually every attempt.
PWOS would be no different.
In July 1978 I worked a station on 15m CW
with the strange call of PWOPP. Not just
another Brazilian, this turned out to be Jim
Faria, PY7BXC — now PY7XC, and Rolf
Rasp, PYIRO, on a DXpedition to St. Peter
and St. Paul Rocks, actually a new country
for me at the time. Two years later I would
be in Rio de Janeiro on business and meet
Rolf. Eight years after that I would have the
opportunity to go to Fernando de Noronha
and meet Andre Sampaio, PYOFF. Who
would also be there but — Jim, operating as
PYOFC. Wow — small world — all of this had
to be more than a coincidence.

•0

seven people and the luggage. The
temperature in the bus was over forty
Celsius. At midnight sharp, on February
17/18, we started our way south, towards
our departure harbour. Our young driver
drove by the book, on the left side on the
narrow curvy road, and brought us to the
Pacific Harbour, a marina where for the first
time we saw "Turaga Levu" ("The Big
Chief'). This boat would take us across the
ocean to Conway Reef. I checked the time:
3:00am.

We had three generators sitting beside the
ship: one of 2.7kW and two of 3.5kW each.
We'll need one for the fridge and the lights
on the ship, and another for on the island.
The third one was the backup. Our two 15m
long antenna supports were already fixed
along the right side of the ship.
The rest of the day was very relaxing. We
repacked our bags, went swimming in the
ocean and did some nearby sightseeing. We
admired the incredible images of wild and
rich plant life including orchids, some other
incredible flowers and beautiful palm trees
with dozens of coconuts underneath them.
The trees seemed to hide birds and parrots
that were all competing with their songs.
When the sun disappeared, we even saw
bats flying above our heads on their way to
night hunts.

After a single look at the ship, our
confidence was seriously shaken. Are we
really going out to sea on a twenty-metre
long ship? With our last ounces of energy,
we transferred our luggage across the
narrow wooden bridge onto the ship and
around 3:45am decided to get some sleep.
Most of the group went to spend the first
night in their beds on the ship. Voja and I
decided to sleep on the upper deck, because
staying outside was simply more
comfortable. But, I didn't get much sleep at
all. The mosquitoes were so small that they
were practically invisible, yet they must
have been some distant, annoying vampire's
relatives because, soon, I was worried that I
wouldn't have any blood left for myself.
Despite all the fatigue and jetlag, at 8am on
February 18th, we were all cheerfully
enjoying the morning swim on a long sandy
beach close to the marina. We also met the
owner and captain of the "Turaga Levu",
Steven Hay from New Zealand, as well as
his two-member ship crew: William
Vecenavuci — Willy - and John Vakasa —
Johnny - both from Fiji. Willy is both a
licensed captain, as well as a cook. Johnny
is a technician, guru for various engine types
and power supplies.

3D2 Permit in Ten Minutes

The new day started with a morning swim.
Immediately after breakfast, we put the
multi-dipole antenna between our ship and a
palm tree, and on the ship itself, we installed
the GP antenna for 14-28MHz. We were
using Dragan's call 3D2AU, which he had
acquired during his previous visit to Fiji, the
year before. In the meantime, Hrane and
Steva went to the capital of Fiji, Suvu,
which was around 50km away. They went to
the Department of Telecommunications, and
with only the photocopy of our ARS
licenses and 10$, they acquired our Fiji calls
and permits, valid till December 31, 2001.
Bureacracy indeed, almost like the one we
have at home! :)
For those that worked us during our
expedition, here are the names and call signs
we used:
Hrane
YT1AD=3D2AD;
Srecko
YU1DX=3D2TT;
Ratko
YU I NR=3D2NR;
Voja
YU7AV=3D2AV;
Steva
YZ7AA=3D2AB;
Raymondo YS 1 RR=3D2RR;
Dragan
Z32AU=3D2AU,
Mome
Z32ZM=3D2ZM.

In the lower deck, close to the stern, we
found a refrigerator with food and drinks
and, most importantly, the icemaker. We
also had a smaller, 50-litre version of the
refrigerator, to be used on the island. We
found 6 plastic containers of 200 litres each,
full of diesel for the engines and generators.
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So, when Hrane and Steva returned with our
permits, the real "pile-up" started. One after
another, we took turns working with the TS870, using our 3D2 callsigns. A huge
number of W, VE, KL7, VK, ZL, JA and
some EU stations were rapidly filling our
logs. We kept our logs in the old fashioned
way, just making notes on sheets of paper.
We worked mostly SSB, using 21, 24 and
28MHz because the ship antenna was
resonant on these frequencies. The interest
of the ham radio operators from the whole
world was already incredible and most of
them were asking when would they hear us
from Conway Reef. The day went by
quickly.
The next morning, Hrane rented a car and
went to Nadi airport to pick up Mome, who
had just flown in from Tokyo. In the
meantime, we loaded and fixed all the
power supplies and with thick, robust ropes,
we also put in place the diesel containers.
Our tin dinghy, which will be used to get
from the ship to Conway Reef, was tightly
secured on the deck. On the very front side
of the ship, we had packed a rubber rescue
dinghy. "Anything may happen in the high
seas", we were told.
At 10:30am, Hrane and Mome surprisingly
showed up with the three boxes that were
loaded 5 days ago into the "Lufthansa"
aeroplane, back in Budapest!! They had just
arrived into Nadi via Australia and New
Zealand!? No one really knows what their
route had been, but all that mattered was
that, finally, these boxes had caught up with
us. Now, instead of two, we had four beams
and if we were to use all of them, we
wouldn't have had enough other equipment
or operators!
The Sail Starts

On February 20, 2001, at 11:10am (22:40
GMT), "Turaga Levu" pulled out from the
small marina "Harbour Pacifica", and, at
around 10 knots, started its long and
unpredictable journey on the Pacific.
Captain Steven turned on the automatic
gyroscope to the following co-ordinates: 21

deg 44' South and 174 deg 38' East, towards
Conway Reef.
Conway Reef!

During the first couple of hours, along the
huge island "Viti Levu", we passed by tens
of small, exotic islands with rich vegetation,
beautiful sand beaches and blue-green
shallow ends. We found out that Fiji's
authorities allow foreigners to lease the
islands for 20 years. The price is
approximately $20,000 US. During those 20
years, the island is your private property! So,
if you are interested, check it out!
Our always-smiling cook, Willy, served our
first lunch on the ship. In front us, on the
table that was following the rhythm of the
waves, left-right and up-down, we found
cooked rice with barbecued chicken and
curry sauce. We also had well-cooled white
wine from New Zealand, cold beer or coke.
After lunch, the oldest member of our
expedition, Ratko started showing the first
signs of sea sickness. His symptoms were
rapidly evolving and the tablets didn't help
at all. During the break between his severe
stomach problems, we heard his tired and
weak voice, "When this trip is over, and
when I get home - never ever in my life will
I travel further than from Kragujevac to
Knic!" FYI, Ratko lives in Kragujevac and
has a weekend get-away home in Knic.
Fortunately, none of the other sailors
suffered from sea sickness.
In A Walnut's Shell

To get an idea of what the sail across the
Pacific in a full 20-metre long and 5.5-metre
wide ship looks like, I'll start with the ship
content first:
• 11 people (one suffering loudly)
• 6 containers with 1,200 litres of oil
• 3 huge generators
• 400-litre refrigerator full of food and
drinks
• 2-metre tin dingy with a separate engine
• wooden and plastic tables and chairs
• 5 tents
• 2 iron antenna poles (each 15m long)

$200 reward for the finder of the bottle.
The following morning, March 01, we
approached our starting marina in Harbour
Pacific. The whole day was cloudy and
rainy, but the temperature was thirty-five
Celsius. We celebrated the lucky return with
gin-and-tonic. Willy served the breakfast:
cooked eggs, hot-dogs and the necessary
white wine. After the feast, we went to
shower and shave - with fresh water!!

dark. Only Johnny and Voja came to the
ship, again, with loads of equipment. At
10:40 pm, Johnny was in the boat again this time for the last leg of the "rescue
mission". The light on the reef was already
turned off.
At 11:15pm, Johnny docked by the side of
"Turaga Levu". He was completely wet and
his arms and legs were shaking
uncontrollably due to fatigue. Beside him,
also completely wet, was Hrane, the last
member of our expedition left on Conway
Reef. He was the author and director of this
whole adventure! They brought the power
supply, the little fridge, more equipment and
even the plastic table. We had to leave the
antenna poles, tents, cable and the rest of the
equipment on the island.
The evacuation onto the ship was
successfully completed. By that time, the
wind was extremely strong; the rain was
pouring; the temperature was drastically
lower; and the ocean was turning wild from
restless. We were already feeling the
symptoms of Paula, as she was pushing the
enormous masses of air and ocean in front
of her.

Johny and Willy

-

The Best Guys

Thanks to our Conway Reef adventure, all
the expedition members have certainly
gained two remarkable friends in two
remarkable guys: Johnny and Willie. They
were helpful and devoted during the hardest
moments. Without any fear, we would go
with them anywhere - even to the end of the
earth.
Johnny was a true hero and for us, a living
legend. As long as we live, we will never
forget his courage and efforts during our last
night on Conway Reef. If any of the readers
ever wants to get in touch with Johnny, his
details are: JOHN VAKASA, P.O.Box
14282, Suva, FIJI ISLANDS, Pacific Ocean.
Before we parted, Johnny promised that he
would try to become a ham radio operator
himself. We are certain that he will succeed!
Without a trace of selfishness, our certified
captain and cook Willie was always helping
us with a smile on his face. We respect all
his efforts to please everyone with every
meal. He always volunteered to help with
the hard chores. If any of the readers ever
needs a reliable man for a Pacific
expedition, here is Willie's address:
VILIAME VECENAVUCI, P.O.Box 61,
Pacific Harbour, Deuba, FIJI ISLANDS,
Pacific Ocean.

Forward Full Power
-

At 11:17 pm, captain Steven started the
engines. Johnny and Willy were on the bow
and they were trying to pull out the anchor
that was tightly hooked into the corals. All
six of us were trying to help, but
unfortunately only a few metere of the rope
came out onto the deck. The corals were
tough. The captain ordered the rope to be
cut and our anchor stayed forever at the
bottom of the ocean.
Finally, at 11:30 pm, after a sharp turn our
ship was on its way back to Fiji. The night
and the sea were rough. With the dawn, the
storm calmed down, although still
accompanied with the wind and rain. It was
clear that we managed to run from Paula,
right under her nose. She was perhaps only
an hour behind us. We put a message about
our expedition into a wine bottle and
dropped it into the ocean. Hrane had added a

Conclusion

We carefully looked through this whole text
before deciding what to include and how to
conclude. There are many additional details
that were beautiful, interesting and funny
but are not captured in this story. Also, we
omitted some other difficult and dangerous
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radio stations were quiet for over 13 hours.
We replaced the generator and re-motivated,
we dug into the pile-up. Among the
numerous operators were a few Americans
and Australians who informed us that a big
hurricane, officially named Paula, was
forming and approaching our location from
the northwest. At that time, all we saw was
the beautiful blue sky and the beautiful blue
ocean. Naturally, we concluded that we were
in no danger whatsoever.
We were resting and relaxing on the ship:
Dragan and Steva were playing cards while
Raymondo and I were just chatting. Captain
Steven was drinking his favourite cooled
Fiji beer while Willy and Johnny were
resting on the upper deck and occasionally
turning on the radio, just to listen to the
radio traffic between the coastal radio
station Fiji-Fish and numerous ships in the
South Pacific region.
Runl "Paula's" Coming!

Around 5pm, we noticed that the sky was
unusually dark. The sun was gone and
completely black clouds seemed to be
coming from the upset ocean, although there
was no noticeable wind. From the ship, we
could clearly see the weak light beside our
stations, meaning that our guys were still
working!
Then, at 7:10pm, Willy and Johnny, coming
from the upper deck, announced that radio
Fiji-Fish just broadcast the news that the
whole Conway Reef region would be on the
path of the hurricane named Paula. The
monster would stay in this region for at least
16 hours! The coast patrol operator
"suggested" that "Turaga Levu" leaves
Conway Reef within the following 4 hours
at most. He also explained that Paula's
diameter is about 60km and that the speed in
the vortex of the hurricane is about two
hundred kilometres per hour. At the time of
the report, Paula's speed exceeded 30
kilometres per hour! We were wondering
why did a monster get such a pretty and
romantic female name - Paula? So, we
waited for Paula!

Is it possible that Murphy interfered for the
thirteenth time?! We planned to stay and
work on the island for 10 days, yet Paula
was announced on day six.
Evacuation at Night

Via the hand-held, Dragan tried to get hold
of our crew, which was still on the reef, but
there was no response. From the deck, I
waved with the strong flashlight, trying to
get their attention. At 7:25 pm, Johnny
headed for the reef in the small dinghy with
the partly inoperable engine in order to start
the evacuation from the island. It was very
dark. Johnny gently touched the engine,
whispered a quick prayer and left! Staying
on the deck, we shouted in the dark, "Good
luck, Johnny!"
It was 7:35 pm when we heard Hrane's voice
over the radio. We recited the details about
Paula, told him that Johnny was on his way,
and that everyone should have started an
immediate evacuation. At 7:40 pm, the wind
was already serious and we felt the first
drops of rain. We wondered what would we
still encounter on this trip full of wonderful
impressions, but also full of moments of bad
luck.
Johnny and Mome showed up on the ship an
hour later. They brought the most important
equipment in four suitcases. Three crew
members that were still on the island were
trying to pack the beam. We decided to
leave the poles on the reef. Soon, Johnny
was in the dinghy again - on his way to the
reef.
At 9:40, Johnny brought Ratko, both beams,
and another 3 huge bags with the equipment.
Johnny, already visibly exhausted, went for
the next round of evacuation. At 10pm, I
tried to call the crew on the island to tell
them to leave everything, including the
generator and head toward the ship. At
10:25, there still wasn't any response to my
call. The wind and the rain were getting
stronger every minute and we could still see
a small, light dot on the reef.
At 10:35, the dinghy appeared from the

Hrane was the first one to break the moment
and open a bottle of dark rum and a coke!
Even Ratko, sick and drained, showed up on
deck. Cheering, we hit the bottom of the
bottle really fast. It was late, so we decided
to spend the night aboard the ship.

• piles and piles of bags, suitcases and
boxes with radios, antennas, various
equipment, cables, etc.
Each "Turaga Levu" ride over an average
Pacific wave was, to say the least, quite
interesting.

The Sharks

The waves of the Pacific, even when the
ocean is considered calm, are very different
to the waves that we're used to. The waves
are created by both the extremely powerful
under-currents and the constantly present
wind. The top of a wave is up to ten metres
high, and its base is easily up to a few
hundred metres wide! So, our tough walnut
shell would literally climb the waves and
you would see this huge hill of water in
front of you. When you got to the top, with
amazing speed, you'd start falling down the
wave into the deep "valley" - just to start
climbing another wave. On the way up and
down the waves, the ship would shake
strongly from left to right, influenced by the
wind and the water currents.
February 21st was our second morning on
the open sea. Just like during the first day,
we enjoyed the company of schools of fish,
dolphins and whales that were jumping out
of the water. Our cook treated us to another
fabulous meal. For breakfast, we had
spaghetti with cooked sausages, ketchup and
teriyaki sauce, as well as salami that Steva
brought along all the way from home, just in
case. :)

We were all too excited to sleep. Johnny and
Willy suggested that we 'speed up' the time
with fishing. They gave us thick nylon
strings and huge hooks. As bait, we used
raw beef. Our main fishermen were Willy,
Hrane and Steva. After only a couple of
minutes, the nylon lines were almost pulled
out of their hands. They pulled out two
bright-red fish with sharp, prickly skin, 34kg each. The three other fish were sharks
or dogfish. They were still babies, but each
over a metre long. Our fishermen pulled out
another 10 dogfish in the next half hour!
Willy put one of the red fish into the freezer.
He sliced the other one into single bite
pieces and put them on plates. He served the
raw fish sprinkled with hot, green curry and
lemon slices. All of us, especially
Raymondo, enjoyed this fresh out-of-the-sea
treat.
Unforgettable February 22, 2001

Dawn came slowly on the morning of
February 22nd, 2001. In the grey horizon
towards the east, Conway Reef appeared
clearer and more beautiful as it rose slowly
out of the ocean - the coral reef in the
middle of the East Pacific, and one of the
five most beautiful and captivating 'pearls'
of the ham radio operators' DXCC list!
Beside the endless fields of waves, that
gently rocked our anchored boat, the
"Turaga Levu", the only sounds were those
of our clicking cameras. Suddenly and
totally spontaneously, even startling myself,
I cried out, "Guys, do you know where we
are?! There's no place further from home
(Beograd) than here!"

After a two-day voyage, around 20:40pm,
we anchored at the southwest shores of
Conway Reef, about 1,600m away from the
beach. Now, we could clearly see the lines
of the island against the dark horizon of the
unsettled sea. We could hear shrieks of the
birds living on the islands. Some of them
were curious and flew over and around our
ship. We could also hear the murmur of the
waves breaking at the tip of the corals in the
shallows. We felt the strong scent of the
seafood market. Our tired faces were spread
in smiles of happiness, joy and satisfaction.
We were finally there! Was it really
happening or were we going to wake up?

Believe me, it's impossible to describe the
happiness and joy that became bigger and
bigger as the sun lit up the grey sky and the
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ocean. I'm certain that for eight "crazy" ham
radio operators and friends, the third
millennium couldn't have begun in a better
way than began for us!
The orange fragments of the perturbing sun
had slowly started to peek through the
clouds that lined the horizon, and the dark,
almost black colour of the Pacific had
slowly started to turn light blue, with an
emerald green shade lining around the
island. This fantastic scene included a
heavenly stream of light, which encircled
the island. Its origins were the powerful
waves, which were just playing with our
boat, but that were now powerlessly
'melting' in the shallows of the coral reef, far
from the coast of Conway Reef.

equipment, we all finally landed on our
dream island. The little "tin monster" was
working the whole day, so by 4pm all the
people and equipment had been transferred
to the island. This operation took a full eight
hours!
About Conway Reef

Conway Reef is a northwest-southeast
oriented, ellipse-shaped coral island. It is
about 200m long and, at most, 80m wide.
The co-ordinates of Conway Reef are 21 deg
44' south of the Equator and 174 deg 38' east
of Greenwich. The reef is located 270 miles
southwest of Fiji's island, "Viti Levu".
According to the WAZ classification, the
island belongs to zone 32. According to
ITU, the island is in zone 56. Its QTHlocator is RG78hg and its IOTA number is
OC-112.
The locals call this reef "Ceva-l-Ra". It
became known as Conway Reef in 1976,
when it finally became part of the
jurisdiction of the government of Republic
of Fiji. The island was discovered in 1838
by Mr. Conway, the captain of the
"Drinkwater Bethune". Radar measurements
in 1976 showed that the island's dimensions
were 9.5x8 miles, meaning that the island's
area is significantly smaller today!
Shallow waters, sometimes up to a
kilometre long, surround the island. After
the few-hundred-metre ring of shallow water
(3-10 metres), start the dark ocean bottom
valleys that can be over 3,000 metres deep!
In the middle section of the reef, which is
only 5 metres high, there is a small green
oasis of bushes and plants. During the years,
the winds and rains have brought some soil
that mixed with the coral sand. Plant seeds
came with the winds or birds and caused
good enough condition for patches of small
bushes to develop. All around the oasis,
there is only coral sand, which had been
created by endless coral erosion and the
disintegration of clams and lobster shells
that the ocean had brought to the reef. For
us, it was practically impossible to walk
barefooted on this sharp, yet incredibly

Finally on Conway Reef

Around 7:30am, Steven and Johnny went to
check out the island. The sharp and hard
corals at the bottom of the shallow sea could
easily damage both our ship, seemingly
anchored far away from the shore, and our
tin dinghy, the only transportation we had
from the ship to the island.
We all watched from the upper deck as the
tin dinghy rode the waves and left a white
trace in the water, made by Johnson's eighthorse-power engine. The dinghy carried
only two men, yet its edge was only two feet
above the water. It took thirty minutes
before we saw the two men take the dinghy
out of the water and onto the sunny, white
beach.
Around 8:30am Johnny was back and ready
to take Hrane along. This time, they took
along the 3.5kW generator and the edge
sank from two feet to only one above the
water! They safely reached the island and
installed the generator near the location of
our future camp.
Voja was the second team member to set
foot on the island. We took along the TS870, one of the iron poles, the partly
assembled MA5B beam, a few oil
containers, some equipment and a coax. One
after the other, carrying additional
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few hundred metres away. The swim would
have almost been a pleasant one if it weren't
for the strong and dangerous undercurrents,
pulling us away from the island. At one
point, Voja was a full 20 metres behind me.
Remembering the previous dogfish fishing
experience three days ago, I shouted, "Hurry
up, Voja! After the mussels and the
macaroni, the sharks are going to come after
human meat!" Although Voja claims today
that he was only joking, I can still hear his
desperate voice yelling, "Hey brother, wait
for me! We came together - let's die
together!"
I did slow down a bit and Voja caught up.
We walked together towards the island, but
our suffering was not over just yet! It took
us over an hour and a half to get to the shore
by walking, swimming, and walking again.
The corals wounded our feet and legs in
many places. Still, the unmerciful currents
and waves were our biggest enemies. As we
reached Conway Reef, we felt just like
Robinson Crusoe, exhausted and still
frightened. My camera was in one piece,
although it was completely useless. Today
it's sitting on a shelf as a Pacific
memorabilia, reminding me of February
25th, 2001.
Brave and experienced Johnny managed to
turn the dinghy over in the water. By that
time, Willy had already come from the ship
to help. He rowed in the rubber dinghy. The
two of them spent over three hours
removing the water from the dinghy and
recovering the engine. They showed up on
the island together. They even brought a few
cans of ham and a few water bottles with
them. That day, our meal was very special,
despite the fact that our lunch ended up at
the bottom of the ocean.

Willy's 47th birthday. Hrane gave him a
fancy diving knife and Willy was extremely
pleased and grateful.
Ignoring our immediate daily life episodes,
we focused on the "pile-up". Around 2pm,
the sky was suddenly dark. Again, the strong
wind was picking up very quickly. This
time, the wind was not kidding, so we put
our fabric covers down, and packed the
equipment and ourselves into the small
igloo-like tents. Each of us got our own
water bottle. The next two hours were loud
and scary. The thunder was threatening, the
strong rain dampened everything, and the
ocean was boiling white. It felt like the
whole earth was shaking. We accidentally
left the generator running, but the storm was
so loud that, although we were right beside
the generator, we couldn't hear it.
We knew that the weather was calming
down when we heard the sounds of the
generator again! The ocean calmed down
fast, but left behind the evidence of a storm,
with hundreds of broken corals and shells.
Our poles didn't break and all of our
antennas remained in place.
We were in a rush to restore everything that
we had to hide and save from the storm. We
wanted to continue working, but - all of our
equipment was dead. Murphy? For the
twelfth time? Well, during the storm, our
generator continued working without a
problem due to the fact that all the users
were disconnected. In a rush before the
storm, we made a big mistake. We forgot to
cover the generator and protect it from the
heavy rain and the fine coral sand. Instead of
the usual 220-240V, Ratko measured only
15V! Using the hand-held, we immediately
informed Dragan on the ship. But we had to
wait for Johnny and Willy to repair the
dingy engine first. It would have been
impossible to transport the new generator in
a rowboat.

The Storm

Johnny and Willy spent the whole day trying
to start the dinghy's engine, but the saltwater damage was extensive. They had more
tools and instruments on the ship so they
rowed away from the island. Dragan went
along. Before they left, we celebrated

Another Quiet Day?

In the morning of February 27th, the sky
was blue without a single cloud. Our
generator was full of rain and sand, so the
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than an hour at a time, because the
temperature in our igloo was over fifty
Celsius. In terms of temperature, the night
shifts were more bearable, but the flying
leeches that were attracted to the light of our
lamps, made night shifts just as difficult as
the day ones.
Until early afternoon, all of us took turns
with the pile-up on 21, 24 and 28MHz. Later
in the afternoon and in the evening we
switched to 7 and 14MHz. The majority of
QSOs were with W, JA and VKJZL stations.
We were pleased with the number of QSOs
with EU, AS and SA considering that we we
were operating barefoot. Occasionally,
propagation on 28MHz became excellent so
we were thrilled and happy to get a pile-up
from the YU stations! By then, we had
established a work rhythm on our
equipment, and the QSO rate, shown on the
lap top screens, was over 200. Ratko
finished all of the necessary preparations to
start working with RTTY, SSTV, PSK and
MT.
Day Three

We didn't have a strict plan on who was to
do what. Those who were rested and ready
were the ones by the equipment. Continuous
and lengthy work with the pile-up, under
extremely harsh environmental conditions,
required high concentration and a will of
iron. Optimal time near a radio station was
approximately two hours. After that time,
we were all tired and swimming in our own
sweat. The cure was the ocean, although its
temperature was over thirty Celsius. Our
dearest friend was the little fridge and we
visited it regularly!
Just like during the previous days, we
mostly worked with 28, 24 and 21MHz
(CW and SSB) until the afternoon. Later, we
worked with 50MHz. The majority of 6m
QSOs were with Japanese stations.
As the day was fading out, the clouds started
to become bigger, darker and lower. The
ever-present wind became stronger. Around
llpm, we experienced a heavy rain with
extremely strong wind. The whole island

was shaking, but our poles managed to stay
up. After an hour, the whole turmoil almost
calmed down. The birds were loud again
and crabs and leeches simply continued with
their night business. The storm slowed us
down but we never stopped working. That
night we had a huge CW pile-up on 14 and
10MHz. During the same time, Ratko was
busy with the SSTV and RTTY QSOs with
stations from Europe.
February 25 - Almost the Last Day

Our fourth day on Conway Reef started at
dawn with Johnny's visit from the ship. He
brought us breakfast, tons of ice for our
fridge and more diesel for the generator that
had been working continuously since day
one. After breakfast, Johnny, Dragan and I
decided to take the ACOM linears that were
previously damaged, back to the ship. This
way, we would have less equipment to take
back to the ship on the last day of the
expedition.
Around noon, Johnny, Voja and I headed
back to the island. The ocean was quite
restless, but our crew was hungry. We took
along pots with mussels, and macaroni with
beef sauce. I also brought my camera and
this diary.
We were approximately 400-500 metres
away from the ship when, for the eleventh
time, Mr. Murphy showed up in the shape of
the quiet, but huge wave coming from
behind us! It unexpectedly filled our dinghy
with water. Sharply and quickly, the bow of
the dingy rose to the sky and, along with the
rest of the contents of the dinghy, we all fell
into the ocean. All three of us raised our
arms to protect ourselves from the boat that
was falling on us. The motor was already
unhooked and sinking towards the bottom of
the ocean, which was only 3-4 metres deep.
Johnny shouted that we should swim
towards the island. He stayed back to try to
turn over the dingy and save the motor. I
managed to find the bag with my camera
and the diary, and I headed to the island.
We swam only around 150 metres before
hitting the shallows. The island was still a

shiny sand .

we set the dipoles for the 160-, 40-, and 80metre ranges. In the closest of the three
tents, we installed the second station: small
wooden table, plastic chair, TS-870, SWRmeter, laptop and ETM-8C. It was almost
totally dark, when invisible Mr. Murphy
visited us for the tenth time! Without
anyone noticing, he must have climbed on
top of the pole because we noticed that the
second beam was short-circuited!
We decided to exchange the beam with a
new one from the ship during daylight, the
next day. During our first working night, we
used the first station to operate on the lower
three bands. Despite the bad luck, we had
worked hard in the last few days. That
evening we simply ran out of energy to
bring the pole down, replace the beam and
set it up again.
During the equipment transport and camp
set up, the sun was cruelly burning and each
one of us had to take some breaks. Still,
without any previous agreements, we would
be joining and helping the others as if we
were the musketeers- "All for one, one for
all!" Voja was affected by the sun the most.
After our two-day stay in Fiji, his skin
turned red. By the end of the first day on
Conway Reef, he looked like a cooked
lobster, with a lot of blisters. He was in
pain!

Setting up the Antennas, Station and
the Camp

As each of us landed on the island, each
participated in the antennas' set up,
equipment installation and tent preparations.
We fixed up the two iron 15-metre poles
with beams on their tops. On one of the
poles, beside the beam with the rotator, we
set up the 6e1 Yagi for 50MHz. We also set
up the multiband dipole. We installed or
arranged: TS-570, SWR-meter, Heil
combination, ETM-9C, TS-60 for 50MHz
and a laptop. Then, just to make sure that we
hadn't forgotten him, Mr. Murphy was
amongst us for the ninth time! Ratko and
Hrane found out that both linear amplifiers
"ACOM-1000" were completely inoperable
and useless! They were in the bags that we
couldn't take along as hand luggage in
Budapest. They had been mechanically
damaged during the transport. Hrane
admitted that he could've secured them
better if he had known that they would be
transported as regular cargo. This meant that
we'd have a "Low Power DXpedition"! We
felt terrible, almost as if our ship has sunk!
There was nothing we could do to repair the
damage.
Sad and not very enthusiastic, the chief of
the expedition, Hrane was the first to sit
beside the improvised stations under the
clear sky. The pile-up started immediately.
A full breakdown of the QSOs appears at
the end of this article. We all started
operating.

Night Life

The first night, only Hrane, Ratko, Steva
and I stayed to work on the island. The rest
of the group returned to the ship. We
worked mostly on 10, 14 and 18MHz,
somewhat less on 21 and 24 MHz, and the
least on the three lowest ranges. By
morning, we had worked over 2000 calls.

We had a short lunch break to enjoy the
meal that Willy and Johnny brought from
the ship. They also brought extra beer and
drinking water that we packed into a fridge.
Besides the radio stations and the laptop, the
small fridge was the most popular and the
most used "piece of equipment" on the
island.
Although tired and demoralised about the
amplifiers' damage, we fixed the second
pole with the other beam that we had set
towards the USA. From the top of the pole,

During the day, the only apparent permanent
and temporary living habitants of Conway
Reef were birds and our team members.
Occasionally, we would come across
smaller or bigger clams, thrown out of the
ocean. But when night settled in, we
witnessed the invasion of numerous island
creatures that walked, crawled and slithered.
The worst creatures were the ones that
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attacked us out of thin air!
The decision that those group members that
were not supposed to work should spend the
night on the ship was really wise. During the
night, the heat was still unbearable.
However, sleep was impossible because of
the birds, crabs, lobsters, "turbo"
cockroaches and flying leeches! So let's go
through this list.
Birds

Who knows when and where the first few
birds came from to the bushes of Conway
Reef? Today there are hundreds of birds on
this green oasis. They are settled and very
quiet in the heat of the sun during the day.
From the first signs of dusk up to dawn, they
are all so loud that it appears there are
millions of them. The only cure from the
noise is the pile-up in the earphones, with
the volume turned to maximum.
There are two "models" of these birds. The
mostly white bird, with only a few black
feathers on the end of its wings and tail, is
the Blue Billed Booby. The other kind of
bird is dark grey and called the Yellow
Billed Booby. It has a yellow beak that's
slightly bent at the top. Its eyes are on the
front side of its head. Both of these kinds of
bird have webbed feet. They prey on
anything and everything from the sea. They
have a very wide wingspan and they're very
skilled in the air. On the ground however,
they're very slow and clumsy. In order to
'take off, they need to run about ten metres,
whether on land or on the sea.
The birds make their nests in the branches of
bushes, as well as on the ground. One of our
neighbours was a white 'booby', who had
made her nest, containing two eggs, in the
centre of the coral reef, only about thirty
metres from our camp. She let us come as
close as only a few centimetres away, all the
while protecting the eggs from the scorching
sun.
Crabs

The first things that come out of the ocean,
are hundreds and hundreds of small and big,

eight-legged crabs, of which some walk
normally, that is whichever way their head is
facing, and others walk sideways, that is
looking forward and walking left and right.
They move around in groups of about ten.
When you're still, that is when you're sitting
or standing, they'll come quite near, walk
around your legs, and make lots of weird
noises, as if talking amongst themselves. It's
very unusual and uncomfortable being in
their company and if you make any sudden
moves towards them, they scuttle away in
every direction and, being farther away from
you now, group themselves into small
groups and continue to 'plan' their next
actions. And this goes on non-stop until the
first sign of dawn, when they all suddenly
disappear into the waters of the Pacific.
Lobsters

At the same time as the crabs, from the
ocean, but even further in the deepness of
the island's coral's sand and, in a smaller
number, in our camp, lit by a single
fluorescent lamp of about twenty watts, we
saw shelled creatures - lobsters who carry
their shells or homes on their backs. They
also came in small and large sizes. They
moved around individually, every lobster on
their own, but their actions and reactions
were similar to those of the crabs'.
'Turbo' cockroaches

The third kind of creatures that come out at
night, out of the deep sands and probably
out of the dark bushes to the light of our
lamps, are bugs, which I named "turbo
cockroaches". They're black, the shape of
domestic cockroaches, about one to two
centimetres long, they move around
chaotically and in every direction, and they
do this at an unbelievable speed. I still can't
figure out why these bugs come out into the
light, when their primary goal is, as soon as
possible, to squeeze under or tunnel under
anything that casts a shadow onto the sand.
Our legs and those of the tables and chairs
formed the biggest shadows. The roaches
also felt quite comfortable in our tents, and
even under our shorts and shirts! They didn't

bite, but everyone felt very uncomfortable
seeing them everywhere. I can't even begin
to describe how it felt to have "turbo"
cockroaches crawling on every part of your
body - even today, when I think back, my

legs start itching!
Flying leeches

It's certain that the worst creatures on
Conway Reef are the flying leeches! Captain
Steven told me that the Pacific leeches are
called "ticks". They can be smaller than the
letter "o" in this text, but the largest ones
can get up to one centimetre in diameter.
The leeches were black with unbelievably
hard wings and bodies. Whether small or
big, they were attacking us without mercy,
especially the parts of our bodies that were
covered with clothes or hair. Their sweetest
treat was Ratko, who often had long sleeves
and pants on because of his kidney
problems.
The guilty parties for the existence of these
leeches are the booby birds, of which there
are lots on Conway Reef. These birds have a
symbiotic relationship with the leeches,
although I don't know what advantage the
birds receive. The leeches however have an
excellent use for the birds - sucking their
blood, and we provided them with a few
"strengthened meals"!
Captain Steven explained that a tick bite is
not fatal. Usually one doesn't even notice
that one was bitten. The tick pricks your
skin and its head stays under the skin
surface, while its body stays out. It drinks
your blood slowly. If it stays unnoticed for
over 24 hours, there is a high probability
that it will lay eggs in your blood stream.
The risk is that an egg could travel to one's
liver and stay there. Steven couldn't tell us
more about further long-term health
consequences.
The only one who had perfected the art of a
successful fight against the flying leeches on
Conway Reef was Steva. He was the one
who removed and killed tens of these little
monsters from our bodies and his own. At
each of our shouts, 'Steva, come quick!

There's another one!' he would apply the
following tactic - locate the leech on the
skin or head, soak it in alcohol and execute
the final blow with tweezers. He would hold
the body of the leech that is sticking outside
the skin and turn it around 180 degrees.
Before the final pullout, Steva added more
alcohol. We established 'leech control' as
part of our daily routine. Armed with
tweezers and alcohol, Steva carefully
examined our skin. Occasionally, as part of
this sophisticated examination, Steva would
find and liquidate up to ten leeches on each
of us.
Day Two

It was our second morning. The crew that
was on the island is going back to the ship
and vice versa. Willy brought us ham and
eggs along with coffee and cold beer. We
changed the broken beam with the new
MA5B one. At that point, we had two fully
operational stations and we worked in
parallel with two out of five upper bands
including WARC ranges that were open
during the day.
Raymondo, Ratko and I decided to make our
world more colourful and we decorated the
antenna pole with four flags. From top to
bottom, we could see the flags of Serbia,
Macedonia, El Salvador and our significant
sponsor NCDXF, flapping in the wind. As
on every other real ham radio DXpedition,
we took static and moving pictures, making
our presence on Conway Reef immortal. For
the occasion, we all put on our T-shirts with
the 3D2CI callsign code. We had two sets of
T-shirts: one set, received from the NCDXF,
that contained their logo; and the other set,
prepared by Raymondo. Raymondo also
prepared a beautifully sewn set of
accompanying baseball caps.
Between the three iron poles and a tall bush,
we installed a 6x3 fabric cover that made an
excellent shade and helped us survive the
heat and temperatures over forty-five
degrees Celsius. One of the stations was
installed in the igloo-tent. During the day it
was extremely difficult to work for more

CDXC AGM and Summer Social at G3NUG's QTH 14th July 2001
(Thanks to G3RTE for the photos)
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CHILTERN DX CLUB
I h,
PX lo.ndalion

Conway Reef DXpedition 3D2CI (See page 25)

3D2C1

X
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DIG-1N FOLKS, HERE WE HAVE FRESH LOBSTERS AND KRABS

VII

Phil Wilder, T320, with Lindsey Austin, Capt. Bill Austin's daughter.
Phil, the only resident ham on Christmas Island,
passed away on Wednesday August 22.

The Machias and a beautiful Pacific sunset
VI

Kingman Reef DXpedition K5 K (Page 21)

The main operations centre

Kingman Village!
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